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FORWARD 
The rear mounted chassis produced by King-long United Automotive 

industry co., ltd (Suzhou) is provided to King-long XMQ6127 series 

luxurious touring bus. The Man or Cummins engine brings better mighty 

power, economic efficiency. The feature, such as the body welded with 

rectangular steel tubes, body panel with mosaic structure applied, 

luxurious trim and etc., meets the requirements of passenger transport, 

touring, business and etc..   

  This manual has been prepared to acquaint you with the operation and 

maintenance of the series coach, and to provide important safety 

information. We urge you to read it carefully and follow the 

recommendations to help assure the most enjoyable and trouble-free 

operation of your vehicle. Otherwise, improper application and 

maintenance would affect vehicle performance badly. The consequent 

loss will be not under the assurance of King-long United Automotive 

Industry Co.,Ltd. 

  Some models, such as XMQ6127, XMQ6127C, XMQ6128, are 

designed based on Q/XMQC127-2002 enterprise criterion.  

XMQ6127N is designed based on Q/XMQC153-2002 enterprise 

criterion. 

XMQ6127J is designed based on Q/XMQC163-2003 enterprise 
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criterion. 

XMQ6127F is designed based on Q/XMQC165-2003 enterprise 

criterion. 

Depending on the specifications of your vehicle, equipments 

mentioned in this handbook are not always available. 

If some questions can not be dealt, please consult with the authorized 

service station of King-long co. or after-sale service bureau. We would 

ensure comprehensive maintenance and supply qualified fittings. 

The management concept of “taking people as the original, take client 

satisfaction as center and manufacturing green bus” gathers all the 

strength of staff and encourages them to make arduous efforts and offer 

excellent products. King-long co., reserves the right to make changes at 

any time without prior notice. 

Technology department of King-long United Automotive industry co., ltd 

reserves the right for final explanation of the workshop manual. 

 

Xiamen King-long United Automotive Industry Co., Ltd 

                                          July 2003 
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1 IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

1.1 Introduction to name plate 
Bus name plate 
The bus name plate is affixed to the panel near to top of the passenger door frame. There are many 
parameters on the plate, such as vehicle model, total mass, vehicle serial number, vehicle capacity, 
VIN (short for vehicle identification number), chassis serial number, engine serial number, engine 
model, rated power, production data and etc.. 
 

Chassis name plate 
The chassis name plate is affixed to outside of front wheel of girder on the right side and VIN (short 
for vehicle identification number) is engraved on frame. 
 

Engine name plate 
The engine name plate is affixed to top side of engine or obvious location. The installation site varies 
with production plant of engine. 
The engine number is stamped on the left or right hand side of the cylinder clock. 

1.2 Product quality assurance 

King-long corporation takes charge of breaking-in maintenance on new vehicle at initial 1000～
2500km. The user should drive and maintain vehicle based on workshop manual. Please refer to 
“workshop manual” for product quality assurance and abide by related specification. 
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2 MAIN OVERALL TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

2.1 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6127/XMQ6127S,  

2.1.1  Main technical parameters  

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127C/XMQ6127S 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6000 

Wheel track 

(Front/Rear)  (mm) 
2015/1810 

Front mounting/Rear 

mounting  (mm) 
2550/3450 

Approach angle/ 

departure angle (°) 

(at full load) 

10°/9° 

Passenger capacity 21-55 

Overall dimension 12000x2490x3635 (3755) 

Remark: (3755) stands for height of vehicle not equipped with external air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight  13450 

Maximum total mass  17500 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 5890/11610 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) 125 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30% 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) 24m 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  ≤24 L/100km 

Maximum baking length (at 30km/h) ≤10 
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2.1.2  Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 
Chassis model  

Driving mode  

4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6000 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2315/3280 

Wheel track (Front/Rear) (mm) 2015/1810 
Approach angle/ departure angle (°) 

(at full load) 12.5°/10° 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127, XMQ6127S 

Model  PF6TA-12 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling supercharging intercooled 

direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement(ml) 12503 

Rated power(kw/r/min)/speed 235/2100 

Maximum torque(Nm/r/min)/speed 1323/1400-1600 

Driving mode 4×2 rear driving  

Clutch 

Type Dry single-disk  

Mode Air assisted hydraulic remote control 

Model  Depending on engine 

Transmission 

Type Mechanical type, six forward speed  

Control mode Remote flexible shaft control 

Ⅰ 6.326 

Ⅱ 4.139 

Ⅲ 2.326 
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Ⅳ 1.48 

Ⅴ 1.00    

Ⅵ 0.688 

R 6.49 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle and stub type 

Camber angle（L\R） 30’ 

Kingpin inclination（L\R）  5°30’ 

Kingpin caster angle 4°7’ 

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 

Final drive gear ratio 5.571 

Steering gear 

Transmission Type Integral recalculating ball power steering gear  

Max. turning angle of front wheel  

(inner wheel/outer wheel) 
45°/36° 

Transmission model 446 

Suspension 

Type Air suspension and front suspension with stabilizer  

Braking system 
Driving brake type Front: disk brake   Rear: drum brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
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Tire type 8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 12R22.5 f 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of vehicle

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle 

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator 28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank 400L (300L for option) 

Engine lubricant 25(L) 

Transmission lubricant 11.5(L) 

Final drive lubricant 19(L) 

Power steering hydraulic fluid 7(L) 

Clutch oil 2.3L 

Damper  1L 

2.1.3 Car body structure 

Structure type 
Semi-integral body; two passenger doors are provided 

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rollin structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
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Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat  
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Electrical equipment 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 
 

2.2 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6127N/XMQ6127NS 

2.2.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127N,XMQ6127NS 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 11950x2490x3700 (3500) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6000 
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Wheel track(Front/Rear)         (mm) 2046/1825 

Front mounting/Rear mounting    (mm) 2480/3470 

Approach angle/ departure angle (at full load)    (°) 10/9 

Passenger capacity 21-55 

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   135600 

Maximum total mass  17500 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 6000/11500 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥125km/h 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥20% 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤21 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  L/100km ≤24  

Maximum baking length (at 30km/h) ≤10 

 

2.2.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model (KLQ6120RN2Q) 

Driving mode 4 x2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6000 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2320/3260 

Wheel track(Front/Rear) (mm) 2046/1825 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) (at full load) 10°/9° 
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 Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127N, XMQ6127NS 

Model  ISMe335  30 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling supercharging intercooled 

direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 10800 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 246/1900KW/(r/min) 

Maximum 

torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 
1410/1200 N·m (r/min) 

Driving mode 4 x2 Rear driving  

 

Clutch 

Type diaphragm spring  

Control mode Air assisted hydraulic remote control 

Model  Φ430 Single-disk clutch SACHS GMF430  

Transmission 
Type Movable transmission  

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  Independent front axle  

Camber angle（L\R） 1° 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 7°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 2° 
Front wheel alignment

Toe in      （mm） -1～+1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 
Type   full-floating single reduction axle 

Final drive gear ratio 4.27 
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Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model ZF8098 

Ratio 18.5-15.7:1 

Max.turning angle of front wheel (inner wheel/outer wheel) 50°/42° 

Suspension 

Type 
Front suspension: Independent suspension with stabilizer 

Rear suspension: air suspension  

Braking system 
Driving brake type Disk brake for front and rear brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 295/80 R22.5 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle 

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle 

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 
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Capacity datum 
Fuel tank                    (L) 350 

Engine lubricant              (L) 26-34 

Transmission lubricant        (L) 20 

Final drive lubricant(L) 18-21 

Power steering hydraulic fluid  (L) 8 

Clutch oil                    (L) 1.3 

Damper                     (L) 1 

2.2.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; two passenger doors are provided 

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rollin structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
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Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 

 

2.3 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6127C/XMQ6127CS 

2.3.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127C,XMQ6127CS 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 12000x2490x3635 (3755) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6350 

Wheel track 

(Front/Rear)  (mm) 
2058/1822;2020/1860 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2380/3270 

Approach angle/ departure angle(at full load) (°) 10/9 

Passenger capacity 21-53 

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   11850(12000) 

Maximum total mass  16500 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 5500/11000 

Performance parameters 
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Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥120km/h 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30% 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤24m 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  L/100km ≤24 

Maximum baking length (at 30km/h) ≤10 

2.3.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model KLQ6120RC3Q 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6350 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2080/3085 

Wheel track(Front/Rear) (mm) 2020/1860;2058/1822 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°)(at full load) 10°/9° 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127C,  XMQ6127CS 

Model  C200 20/ISQ300 30 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling  supercharging intercooled 

direct-injection diesel engine 

Cylinder diameter x stroke (mm) 112x132 

Displacement (ml) 8268 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 221/2200 KW/(r/min) 

Maximum torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 1125-1250/(1400-1600)N·m (r/min) 

Clutch 

Type Dry single-disk 

Model  Φ430 Single-disk clutch SACHS GMF430 

Transmission 
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Type Mechanical type and six forward speed  
Control 

mode 
Remote flexible shaft control   

Ⅰ 6.75 

Ⅱ 3.87 

Ⅲ 2.36 

Ⅳ 1.47 

Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.83 

R 6.21 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle and stub type 

Camber angle（L\R） 30’ 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 5°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 4°7’  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 

Type   
Integral pressing welded axle housing, full-floating single reduction axle 

hypoid gear 

Final drive gear ratio 4.11 

Steering gear 

Type  

Integral power steering gear composed of two drag rods, steering driving 

shaft and steering gear worm which are connected by universal joint of 

spider. Steering wheel can be adjusted 20mm in forward and backward 

direction and 50mm in upward and downward direction. 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model ZF8095 

Ratio 18.5-15.7:1 
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Max.turning angle of front wheel 

(inner wheel/outer wheel) 
45°/36° 

Suspension 

Type 
Front: air suspension with stabilizer 

Rear: air suspension  

Braking system 
Driving brake type Front: disk brake  Rear: drum brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type 8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 12R22.5 (295/80R22.5 for option) 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle 

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle 

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator 28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank                    (L) 400L (300L for option) 

Engine lubricant              (L) 19 

Transmission lubricant        (L) 13 

Final drive lubricant           (L) 19 
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Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 8 

Clutch oil                  (L) 1.3 

Damper                   (L) 1 

2.3.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; two passenger doors are provided 

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rollin structure is applied to outer panel 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
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Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 

2.4 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6122J1W/XMQ6122J1SW, 

XMQ6122J1BW/XMQ6122J1SBW 

2.4.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127N1,XMQ6127N1S 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 11950x2490x3700 (3500) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6000 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)  (mm) 2046/1825 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2480/3470 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) (at full load) 9/8 

Passenger capacity 21-55 

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   13560 

Maximum total mass  17500 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 6000/15000 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥125km/h 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥20% 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤21 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  ≤24 

Maximum baking length (at 30km/h) ≤10 
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2.4.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model KLQ6120RNQ 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase                          （mm） 6000 

Front mounting/Rear mounting          (mm) 2320/3260 

Wheel track  (Front/Rear)              (mm) 2046/1825 

Approach angle/ departure angle (at full load) (°) 10/9 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127N1,XMQ6127N1S 

Model  ISMe335  30 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling   

supercharging direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 10800 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 240/1900 

Maximum torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 1410/1200 

Clutch 

Type Dry single-disk (w/diaphragm spring) 

Model  Φ430 Single-disk clutch SACHS  GMF430 

Transmission 
Type Mechanical type and six forward speed  

Control mode Remote flexible soft control  

Ⅰ 6.326 

Ⅱ 3.62 

Ⅲ 2.15 

Ⅳ 1.37 

Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.81 

R 5.81 
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Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle  

Camber angle（L\R） 1° 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 7°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 2°  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 
Type   Full-floating single reduction axle hypoid gear 

Final drive gear ratio 3.54 

Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model ZF8098 

Max.turning angle of front wheel(inner wheel/outer wheel) 50°/42° 

Suspension 

Type 
Front: Independent air suspension with stabilizer  

Rear: four air bags air suspesnion 

Braking system 
Driving brake type Disk brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 295/80  R22.5 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle 
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Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle 

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank(L) 350L 

Engine lubricant(L) 26-34 

Transmission lubricant(L) 18 

Final drive lubricant (L) 18-21 

Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 8 

Clutch oil(L) 1.3 

Damper (L) 1 

2.4.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; two passenger doors are provided 

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rollin structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
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Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 

2.5 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6127J/XMQ6127JS  

2.5.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127J, XMQ6127JS 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) （mm） 12000x2490x3635 (3755) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6000 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)  (mm) 2020/1820 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2550/3450 
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Approach angle/ departure angle (°) 

(at full load) 
10/9 

Passenger capacity 21-55 (single passenger door )/21-53 (double passenger door)

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   12800 (single door)  12950 (double door) 

Maximum total mass  16900 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 5900/10000 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥120km/h 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤24 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  L/100km ≤24 L/100km 

Maximum baking length(at 30km/h) ≤10 

2.5.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model RB46PAXLC 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6250 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2315/3265 

Wheel track (Front/Rear) (mm) 2020/1820 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) (at full load) 12.5/10 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127J/XMQ6127JS 

Model  PE6T 
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Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling   

supercharging direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 11670 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 213/2200 

Maximum torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 1078/1300 

Driving mode 4 x2 rear driving  

Clutch 

Type Provided together with engine 

Model Single-disk clutch 

Control mode  Air assisted hydraulic remote control 

Transmission 
Type Mechanical type 
Control mode Manual   

Ⅰ 6.326 

Ⅱ 3.910 

Ⅲ 2.174 

Ⅳ 1.353 

Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.731 

R 6.490 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle and stub type 

Camber angle（L\R） 30’ 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 5°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 4°7’  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 

Final drive gear ratio 5.143 
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Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model 446 

Max.turning angle of front wheel (inner wheel/outer wheel) 45°/36° 

Suspension 

Type Air suspension for front and rear suspension 

Braking system 
Driving brake type Front: disk brake  Rear: drum brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type  

Tire specification 12R22.5  

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle  

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle  

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 
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Capacity datum 
Fuel tank                (L) 400 (300 for option) 

Engine lubricant          (L) 25 

Transmission lubricant    (L) 11.5 

Final drive lubricant      (L) 19 

Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 7 

Clutch oil               (L) 2.3 

Damper                (L) 1 

2.5.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; for XMQ6127JS, two passenger doors are provided.  

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rolling structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
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Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 

2.6 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6127J1/XMQ6127J1S  

2.6.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127J1, XMQ6127J1S 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 12000x2490x3635 (3755) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6000 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)  (mm) 2020/1820 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2550/3450 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) 

(at full load) 
10°/9° 

Passenger capacity 21-54 (single passenger door )/21-53 (double passenger door)

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   13450 

Maximum total mass  17500 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 6300/112000 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥120km/h 
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Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤24 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  (L/100km) ≤24  

Maximum baking length(at 30km/h)    （m） ≤10 

2.6.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model DND6120JA 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6000 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2315/3280 

Wheel track (Front/Rear) (mm) 2020/1820 

Approach angle/ departure angle (at full load) (°)  12.5/10 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127J1/XMQ6127J1S 

Model  PE6TA-12 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling  four stroke 

supercharging direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 12503 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 235/2100 

Maximum torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 1323/1200 

Driving mode 4 x2 rear driving  

Clutch 

Type Provided together with engine 

Model Single-disk clutch 

Control mode  Air assisted hydraulic remote control 

Transmission 
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Type Mechanical type 
Control mode Manual   

Ⅰ 6.326 

Ⅱ 4.139 

Ⅲ 2.326 

Ⅳ 1.480 

Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.688 

R 6.49 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle and stub type 

Camber angle（L\R） 30’ 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 5°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 4°7’  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 

Final drive gear ratio 5.143 

Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model 446 

Max.turning angle of front wheel (inner wheel/outer wheel) 45°/36° 

Suspension 

Type Air suspension for front and rear suspension 

Braking system 
Driving brake type Front: disk brake  Rear: drum brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 
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Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 12R22.5 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle 

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle  

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank 400L (300L for option) 

Engine lubricant(L) 25 

Transmission lubricant(L) 11.5 

Final drive lubricant(L) 19 

Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 7 

Clutch oil(L) 2.3 

Damper (L) 1 

2.6.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; for XMQ6127J1S, two passenger doors are provided.  

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 
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welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rolling structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 

2.7 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6127J2/XMQ6127J2S  

2.7.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 
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Vehicle model XMQ6127J2, XMQ6127J2S 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 12000x2490x3635 (3755) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6000 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)  (mm) 2020/1820 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2550/3450 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) 

(at full load) 
10/9 

Passenger capacity 21-55 (single passenger door )/21-53 (double passenger door)

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   12800 (single door) 12950 (double door) 

Maximum total mass  16900 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 5900/11000 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥120 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤24 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions ( L/100km) ≤24 

Maximum baking length(at 30km/h) ≤10 

2.7.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model RB46PAXLC 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6250 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2315/3265 
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Wheel track (Front/Rear) (mm) 2020/1820 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) (at full load) 12.5/10 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127J2/XMQ6127J2S 

Model  PE6T 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling  four stroke 

supercharging direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 11670 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 213/2200 

Maximum torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 1078/1300 

Driving mode 4 x2 rear driving  

Clutch 

Type Provided together with engine 

Model Single-disk clutch 

Control mode  Air assisted hydraulic remote control 

Transmission 
Type Mechanical type 
Control mode Manual   

Ⅰ 6.326 

Ⅱ 3.910 

Ⅲ 2.7146 

Ⅳ 1.353 

Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.731 

R 6.49 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
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Type  I-beam forged steel axle and stub type 

Camber angle（L\R） 30’ 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 5°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 4°7’  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 

Final drive gear ratio 5.143 

Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model 446 

Max.turning angle of front wheel (inner wheel/outer wheel) 45°/36° 

Suspension 

Type Air suspension for front and rear suspension 

Braking system 
Driving brake type Front: disk brake  Rear: drum brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 12R22.5 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle 

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle  

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 
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Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank(L) 400 (300 for option) 

Engine lubricant(L) 25 

Transmission lubricant(L) 11.5 

Final drive lubricant(L) 19 

Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 7 

Clutch oil(L) 2.3 

Damper (L) 1 

2.7.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; for XMQ6127JS, two passenger doors are provided.  

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rolling structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
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Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 
 

2.8 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6127J2/XMQ6127J2S  

2.8.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127F/XMQ6127FS XMQ6127FB/XMQ6127FSB 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 12000x2490x3755 (3635) 12000x2490x3800 (3680) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6350 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)  (mm) 2020/1860;2058/1822 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2380/3270 

Approach angle/ departure angle  

(at full load) (°) 
10/9 

Passenger capacity 21-55 (single passenger door )/21-53 (double passenger door)

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 
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Kerb weight   11850 (12000) 

Maximum total mass  16500 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 5500/11000 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥120 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤24 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions ( L/100km) ≤24  

Maximum baking length(at 30km/h) ≤10 

2.8.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model KLQ6120RF2Q KLQ6120RF2 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase                 （mm） 6350 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2080/3085 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)      (mm) 2020/1820;2058/1822 

Approach angle/ departure angle  (at full load) (°) 12.5/9 

Total length                  (mm) 11515 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127FB 

Model  YC6L330-20 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling  four stroke 

supercharging direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 8424 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 243/2200 

Maximum torque/speed     (Nm/r/min) 1280/1400 

Min. fuel consumption rate   (g/KW·h) 205 
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Clutch 

Type Φ430 single-disk clutch  

Model Single-disk clutch 

Transmission 
Type Mechanical type and six forward speed 
Control mode Remote flexible shaft control  

Ⅰ 7.03 

Ⅱ 4.09 

Ⅲ 2.45 

Ⅳ 1.50 

Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.81 

R 6.48 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle and stub type 

Camber angle（L\R） 30’ 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 5°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 4°7’  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 

Final drive gear ratio 4.10 

Type  
Integral pressing welded axle housing, full-floating single reduction axle 

hypoid gear 

Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model ZF8095 

Max.turning angle of front wheel  

(inner wheel/outer wheel) 
45°/36° 
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Type  

Integral power steering gear composed of two drag rods, 

steering driving shaft and steering gear worm which are 

connected by universal joint of spider. Steering wheel can be 

adjusted 20mm in forward and backward direction and 50mm 

in upward and downward direction. 

Driving ratio 18.5-15.7:1 

Suspension 

Type Front: leaf spring with stabilizer  Rear: leaf spring 

Braking system 
Driving brake type Front: disk brake  Rear: drum brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 12R22.5 (295/80R22.5 for option) 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle 

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle  

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is composed of 

odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, voltmeter, water temperature 

gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam 

indicator exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank(L) 400 (300 for option) 

Engine lubricant(L) 24-28 
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Transmission lubricant(L) 13 

Final drive lubricant(L) 19 

Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 8 

Clutch oil(L) 1.3 

Damper (L) 1 

2.8.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; for XMQ6127FS and XMQ6127FSB, two passenger doors are provided.  

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rolling structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
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Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 

2.9 Overall technical parameters for 

XMQ6127F1/XMQ6127F1S/XMQ6127F1B/XMQ6127F1SB  

2.9.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 

Vehicle model XMQ6127F1/XMQ61271FS XMQ6127F1B/XMQ6127F1SB

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 12000x2490x3635 (3755) 12000x2490x3800 (3680) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6350 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)  (mm) 2020/1860;2058/1822 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2380/3270 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) 

(at full load) 
10/9 

Passenger capacity 21-55 (single passenger door )/21-53 (double passenger door)

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   11850 (12000) 

Maximum total mass  15900 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 5500/11000 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥120 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30 
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Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤24 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  L/100km ≤24  

Maximum baking length(at 30km/h) ≤10 

2.9.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model KLQ6120RF3Q KLQ6120RF3 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6350 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2080/3085 

Wheel track (Front/Rear) (mm) 2020/1860;2058/1822 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) (at full load) 12.5/9 

Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6127F1/XMQ6127F1S/XMQ6127F1B/XMQ6127F1SB

Model  YC6L350-20 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling   

supercharging direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 8424 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 258/2200 

Maximum torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 1400/(≤1400) 

Clutch 

Type single-disk clutch  

Transmission 
Type Mechanical type and six forward speed 
Control mode Remote flexible shaft control  

Ⅰ 6.37 

Ⅱ 3.71 

Ⅲ 2.22 

Ⅳ 1.36 
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Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.74 

R 5.87 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle and stub type 

Camber angle（L\R） 30’ 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 5°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 4°7’  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 

Rear axle 

Final drive gear ratio 4.10 

Type  
Integral pressing welded axle housing, full-floating single reduction axle 

hypoid gear 

Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model ZF8095 

Max.turning angle of front wheel  

(inner wheel/outer wheel) 
45°/36° 

Type  

Integral power steering gear composed of two drag rods, 

steering driving shaft and steering gear worm which are 

connected by universal joint of spider. Steering wheel can be 

adjusted 20mm in forward and backward direction and 50mm 

in upward and downward direction. 

Driving ratio 18.5-15.7:1 

Suspension 

Type 
Front: Air spring with stabilizer for XMQ6127F1/XMQ6127F1S 

Rear: leaf spring for XMQ6127F1B/XMQ6127F1SB 

Braking system 
Driving brake type Front: disk brake  Rear: drum brake 
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Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type 

Tire specification 12R22.5 (295/80R22.5 for option) 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle 

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle  

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 

Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank(L) 400 (300 for option) 

Engine lubricant(L) 19.9 

Transmission lubricant(L) 11.5 

Final drive lubricant(L) 19 

Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 8 

Clutch oil           (L) 1.3 

Damper  1 

2.9.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; for XMQ6127F1S and XMQ6127F1SB, two passenger doors are provided.  

Structure 
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The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rolling structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  

Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
 

2.10 Overall technical parameters for XMQ6128/XMQ6128S  

2.10.1 Main technical parameters 

Dimension parameters 
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Vehicle model XMQ6128/XMQ6128S 

Overall dimension (L x W x H) 12000x2490x3635 (3755) 

Wheelbase  （mm） 6000 

Wheel track (Front/Rear)  (mm) 2064/1825 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2508/3492 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°)(at full load) 9/8 

Passenger capacity      (person) 21-55 

Remark: Parameters in parentheses stand for height of vehicle not equipped with external 
air conditioner. 

Mass parameters (kg) 

Kerb weight   12300 

Maximum total mass  17000 

Maximum axle load (Front/Rear) 5800/11200 

Performance parameters 

Maximum speed  (km/h) ≥125 

Maximum gradeability  (%) ≥30 

Minimum turning diameter  (m) ≤2 

Fuel consumption under limitative conditions  L/100km ≤24 

Maximum baking length(at 30km/h) ≤10 

2.9.2 Main chassis and subassembly technical parameters 

Structure parameters 

Chassis model KLQ6120RN1Q 

Driving mode 4×2 rear mounted diesel engine 

Wheelbase （mm） 6000 

Front mounting/Rear mounting  (mm) 2215/1822 

Wheel track (Front/Rear) (mm) 2058/1822 

Approach angle/ departure angle (°) (at full load) 10/9 
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Engine 

Vehicle model XMQ6128/XMQ6128S 

Model  D2866LOH28 

Type 
Inline six-cylinder water-cooling   

supercharging direct-injection diesel engine 

Displacement (ml) 11967 

Rated power/speed(kw/r/min) 265/1900 

Maximum torque/speed(Nm/r/min) 1700/1000-1300 

Clutch 

Type single-disk clutch  

Model  Φ430 single-disk clutch SACHS  GMF430 

Transmission 
Type Mechanical type and six forward speed 
Control 

mode 
Remote flexible shaft control  

Ⅰ 6.32 

Ⅱ 3.62 

Ⅲ 2.15 

Ⅳ 1.37 

Ⅴ 1.00 

Ⅵ 0.81 

R 5.81 

Propeller shaft 

Type Open-type two universal joints 

Universal joint Rigid cross and needle roller bearing 

Front axle 
Type  I-beam forged steel axle  

Camber angle（L\R） 1° 

Kingpin inclination（L\R） 7°30’  

Kingpin caster angle 2°  

Front 

wheel 

alignment 
Toe in      （mm） -1～1 for radial tire 
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Rear axle 

Final drive gear ratio 3.54 

Type  full-floating single reduction axle  

Steering gear 

Steering gear type Integral recirculating ball steering gear 

Steering gear model ZF8098 

Max.turning angle of front wheel  

(inner wheel/outer wheel) 
53°/347° 

Driving ratio 18.5-15.7:1 

Suspension 

Type 

Front: Independent air spring with stabilizer for 

XMQ6127F1/XMQ6127F1S 

Rear: four air bags air spring  

Braking system 
Driving brake type disk brake 

Parking brake type Power-spring applied to rear wheel 

Emergency brake type Applied together with driving brake 

Auxiliary brake Hydraulic assist 

Wheel and tire 
Tire type  8.25-22.5 (15°DC) isopachous disk type  

Tire specification 295/80   R22.5 

Tire inflation pressure 800KPa for single tire; 750KPa for double tire 

Spare tire holder Gear differential type elevating mechanism near to front mounting of 

vehicle  

Frame 
Type: Three pieces with large truss type baggage compartment structure in the middle  

Electrical equipment 
Line system Single wire system and negative ground 

Wiring voltage 24V 

Generator  28V 140A 

Starter 24V 5.5Kw 
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Battery  (12V 195Ah)x2 

Instrument board Integrated instrument board with 24V of rated voltage which is 

composed of odometer, tachometer, intelligent signal processor, 

voltmeter, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel 

gauge, barometer, turn signal indicator, high beam indicator, 

exhaust brake indicator and etc.. 

Capacity datum 
Fuel tank(L) 400 (300 for option) 

Engine lubricant(L) 19.9 

Transmission lubricant(L) 11.5 

Final drive lubricant(L) 18-21 

Power steering hydraulic fluid(L) 8 

Clutch oil(L) 1.3 

Damper (L) 1 

2.9.3 Car body structure 

Structure model 
Semi-integral body; two passenger doors are provided.  

Structure 
The body structure which is a kind of closed truss structure is composed of five assembly components and 

welded with rectangle steel tube. Such structure brings good structural rigidity, capacity of resistance to 

torsion and bending and simple craftwork. Main components of skeleton should be performed anticorrosion 

treatment to ensure steady adhesion of coating and strong capacity of antirust and corrosion-proof. 
Rolling structure is applied to outer panel. 

Interior trim 
Flexible design is employed inside body. Floor which is a kind of combined type of steel plate and board is 

covered with antislip and antifriction leather with favorable sound insulation value. 

Door 
Pneumatic swing out door with movable step and double doors 

Side Window 
Side window is full-enclosed window installed with toughened glass (hollow glass for option). The 
last side window can install sliding sash as an option. 

Baggage compartment 
Transverse through design applied  
The limited weight is 550kg  
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Seat 
Driver’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest  
Passenger’s seat: adjustable seat with high backrest 

Inside accessory 
Interior rearview mirror, electric clock, sun shut curtain, emergency window, guide seat 

Air conditioner 
TV, VCD system, transceiver are provided to vehicle 
Refrigerator, double television system, toilet  and CD audio are for option.  

Air conditioner 
Cooling system: top mounted non-dependent air conditioner 
Heater system: independent combustion type heating system with automatic temperature control 
Defroster: forced blast type 
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3 DRIVING AND OPERATION 

3.1 Instruction on operation 
  

 
 

Note: Because of different allocation requirements, difference between actual allocation and 
that above may be caused. 

 

Combination instrument 
 

 
 
 
Note: If readings of barometer I and barometer II are lower than 6kpa, never drive vehicle. 
 

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Tachometer: Indicating engine speed 

2 Signal display screen 

3 Odometer: Indicating running speed

and mileage  

4 Voltmeter: Indicating charging voltage 

of generator. Normal value is between

24V and 28V. 

5 Oil gauge: Indicating engine oil

pressure when engine running 

6 Water temperature gauge  

7 Fuel gauge 

8 Barometer I: Indicating air pressure of

front brake air tank 

9 Barometer II: Indicating air pressure of

rear brake air tank 

4

1

2 3

6

7

1 Left control panel switch 
2 Steering wheel 
3 Combination meter 
4 Right control panel switch 
5 Paper towel box 
6 Cassette audio  
7 Gear shift lever   

5 
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Warning indicator 

巡航 舱温ECAS

ECAS

1

1 2

2

STOP p1 2

3 4 5 6 7

8
9

10 11 12 13 14

15

20

25

30

35

40

16

21

26

17 18 19

242322

292827

31 32 33 34

36 37 38 39

44434241

 

1. Left turn indicator lamp;          2. High beam indicator lamp;     3. Backup indicator lamp;  

4. Low brake pressure I alarm lamp   5. Parking warning lamp;     6. Low brake pressure II alarm lamp  

7. Parking brake indicator    8. Low engine oil pressure warning lamp  9. Right turn signal indicator l 

10. Rear fog lamp light indicator     11.Headlamp light indicator    12. Driving brake indicator  

13. Front fog lamp light indicator    14. Brake lining wear indicator   15. Fuel warning lamp 

16.Driving lamp light indicator     17.Preheating indicator         18. Dim lamp light indicator 

19. Insufficient coolant warning lamp 20. Brake trouble alarm lamp  21. High cooling water temperature warning lamp             

22. Air filter clog alarm lamp     23. Charge indicator             24.ABS Trouble indicator      

25. Front passenger door open indicator 26. Rear passenger door open indicator  

27. Engine compartment door open indicator 28.Baggage compartment door unlocked indicator   

29. Engine starting indicator        30. Engine stop indicator          31.Water in fuel indicator        

32. Retarder working indicator      33. Oil filter clog alarm lamp        34. Exhaust brake indicator  

35. Hazard signal warning lamp     36. Desiccant indicator lamp       37. Turn signal lamp trouble indicator  

38. Air suspension indicator        39. Toilet water level alarm lamp    40. Cruising working indicator     

41. High engine oil alarm lamp     42. Centralized lubrication indicator  43. Air suspension indicator      

44. High engine compartment temperature indicator 

Note: Number of warning indicator varies with vehicle model, please use correctly according 
to actual condition of vehicle. 
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Left control panel switch 

   

 

Right control panel switch 

 

Note: Number of control panel switch varies with vehicle model, please use correctly 
according to actual condition of vehicle. 
Note: 
① During operation of door switch, please do not operate again until door is opened or closed fully. 
② During vehicle running, do not turn off emergency power switch; when being in trouble, please 
turn off emergency power switch to avoid further danger.

Service/WC indicator lamp 

Hazard alarm lamp switch 

Front fog lamp switch 

Rear fog lamp switch 

Compartment lamp switch

Turnover TV switch

Ventilation fan switch

Rearview mirror 

adjusting switch 

Rear-view heater switch 

Cruising switch 

Passenger door switch 

Horn changeover switch 

Reading lamp switch 

Fluorescent lamp switch 

Main power switch 
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Adjustment of driver’s seat 

  
 
 

Adjustment of steering wheel 
 

 
 

Ignition switch 

 

 
 

Special hint: 
a  After engine stops, ignition key should be turned to “OFF” position. 
b  If engine can not start successfully for the first time, try again after 2 minutes.  
c  If engine still can not start for the third time, please check fuel supply system. 

1 

Loosen lock handle 1 and adjust angle of tilt 

and height of steering wheel. 

Note:  

Never adjust steering wheel to avoid danger.

 
 

1 

Ignition switch position shown in figure 1 
“K”KEY: Position where starting key

inserts and draws  
“O” OFF: Turn off power 
“A” ACC: Switch on meter power 
“O” ON: Normal driving  
“S” START: Start engine. After engine has
started, key rebounds to “ON” position
automatically. 

The driver’s seat can be adjusted. Handle 1 is
used for backrest angle adjustment. Handle 2 is
used for upward and downward adjustment. 
Handle 3 is used for driver weight adjustment.

The driver can adjust seat to optimal position
by himself. 

Note: Never adjust seat during driving for
safety. 

1 2 3 
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Light control panel 
                    

 
OFF   Indicating that headlamp and dim lamp do not light. 

  Indicate dim lamp. When turning handle to the mark clockwise, dim lamp, meter 

lamp and width lamp light. 
Indicate headlamp. When continuing to turn handle to the mark clockwise, 
headlamp, dim lamp, meter lamp and width lamp light. 

    Indicate turn signal. Push the handle forward and backward to control left and right 
turn signal lamp and turn signal indicator on instrument panel. 

 Indicate dimmer. Uplift operating handle to make headlamp switch between high 

and low light. 

Operating handle of wiper  
                            

  

Exhaust brake switch           Exhaust brake switch 

When switch is in “ON” position, exhaust brake switch is turned on. 
Note: Exhaust brake switch is not installed if retarder is equipped. 

 

Light control panel is located under low right side of

steering wheel and controls dim lamp, headlamp,

headlamp dimmer, left and right turn signal lamp by

two different modes of motion. 

Wiper operating handle is under low left side of 
steering wheel. 
OFF Out of work 
INT Interval position 
LO Low speed position 
HI  High speed position 
Draw handle outward to start wiper. 
Note: Do not make wiper operated without 
cleaning mixture. Please draw wiper handle 
outward and then do not start wiper until 
cleaning mixture sprays. 

Parking brake handle 
Driving state: Push brake handle forward 
Parking state: Push brake handle backward
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Horn button 
On steering wheel  
Depress button to switch on horn. 

1

Safety hammer 
Safety hammer is located beside side window.
When being in trouble, please take down the safety
hammer to break safety window so that passenger
can be out of danger. 

Emergency exit 
Emergency exit is located on roof. When being in 
trouble, please open emergency exit as required so 
that passenger can be out of danger. 

Door emergency switch 
Door emergency switch is located on low right side of 
entrance of door. When being in an emergency, turn 
switch to open the door. 
Note: Door emergency switch only can be applied 
when being in an emergency. During vehicle running, 
never rotate door emergency switch in case of danger.
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3.2 Starting and driving  

Daily inspection before and after driving 

Before inspection, stop vehicle on a smooth road. 
 

 
2 Check level of coolant 

 
 
 
 
3 Check fuel reserve 
When engine starting key is in “ON” position or during engine starts, fuel reserve can be known 
from fuel table (it had batter open tank cup to check, if necessary, add clean diesel; if vehicle running 
in wet zone, add to top up in case of rustiness. Eliminate deposite water in diesel filter in time and 
check fuel pipe for no leakage. Ensure sealing performance of fuel tank and before opening fuel tank, 
wipe up clay and dirt. 
Hint: Please add recommended diesel. 

                          

1 
1 Check engine oil level 
Pull out the oil scale 1 of engine and clean with cloth 
and then insert it fully and pull it out. At this time, oil 
level should be between two marks. 
When checking oil level after engine runs for period of
time, please wait 5 minutes at least to ensure oil flow
back to oil sump fully and then measure. 

Ensure engine out of work and then check level of
coolant. Liquid level should be within guide mark
on inspection window of expansion tank, if
insufficient, please add coolant. 

Note: ①When coolant temperature is too high, do not
open cover of expansion tank in case of scald;②when 
adding coolant, please open pressure valve of
expansion tank to eliminate air in coolant pipeline of
diesel engine. 

4 Drain water in fuel-water separator of 
engine 

Turn on water drain valve 1 to drain 
water in fuel-water separator on upside of 
fuel tank. 

1 
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5 Check electrical equipment 
Check function of meters and indicators for normal, especially headlamp, turn signal lamp, brake 
lamp, backup lamp, hazard warning lamp. 
Check bulb and switch for damage. 
Clean outside of meters and indicators. 
6 Check driver seat belt 
Check lock catch of driver seat belt for normal and when belt has been fastened, ensure that it muse 
be lockup under conditions below: 
● Body rushes forward abruptly; 
● Emergency braking or abrupt acceleration; 
 

7 Check and clean rear-view mirror. Adjusting button of rear-view mirror is on left side of 
instrument panel.             

  

 

8  Check emergency devices and driver tools, such as extinguisher, dormant for blocking 
vehicle, emergency hammer, jack and etc.. 
9 Check odometer for normal operation 
10 Check oil pressure of engine 
After coldstarting of engine, reading of oil gauge is bigger. Engine will run at normal speed along 
with increasing of oil temperature, at this time, oil gauge should be 0.3-0.5Mpa（3-5kg/cm2）, 
otherwise, stop vehicle to check. 
11  Drain water in air tank 
Open water drain valve of air tank to drain oily water fully. If too much oily water is bled, check to 
see if desiccant needs to be replaced in air drier.（the operation is invalid for vehicle equipped with 
automatic water drain valve. Check it every two weeks.） 

Note: Ensure element of air drier replaced at least every year. 
12 Check foot brake and hand brake for normal and air pipe for leakage. 
13 Check freeplay of steering mechanism 

Ensure steering wheel clearance between +10º and -10º, if clearance exceeds range, please overhaul 
at service station. 

Weekly inspection before and after driving 

1  Check tire for wear and pressure and tire nut for fixture 
Before driving a vehicle, check charging pressure of tire for normal, tire for damage, tire nut for 
fixture. 
Note: At initial 50km, please tighten tire nuts of new vehicle to specified torque in appendix.  
 
 

Adjusting button of rear-view mirror 
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3 Check oil pipeline and air pipeline of engine, transmission, driving axle, steering system, 
cooling system for leakage. 
4 Check working conditions of air filter 
 

 
 
 

Inspection every two weeks before and after driving 

1 Check level of steering oilcan, if insufficient, add it. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
2  Check level of clutch hydraulic control system, if insufficient, add. 
Stop vehicle on a flat road and open top cover of instrument desk. The user can find oilcan. 
Note:  ① When oil circuit of clutch system is exhausted for the first time, it must be cleaned 
completely. 

② When bleeding air, ensure oil reservoir not empty. 
③ If level of hydraulic oil decreases too much rapidly, please overhaul at service station. 

 

Stop vehicle on a flat road and open rear right compartment
door and then check power steering fluid by inspection
window 1 of power steering oilcan. When adding or 
replacing oil for the first time, fill up and then start engine.
Make drive oil pump run at low speed within short time to 
ensure oil full of entire power steering system rapidly;
during adding oil, air may be inbreathed, so turn steering
wheel fully to left and right limit positions for several
times to bleed bubble from oilcan（before bleeding, jack up 
front axle to ensure steering wheel turned easily.）. 

1

Eliminate dust in dust exhaust port 1 of air filter and dust 
exhaust port of intake turning section box with hand. At the same 
time, check clip connecting rubber hose of air intake system with 
steel tube in case of dust entering air intake system due to 
looseness and decrease in engine life.  
Note: If air filter clog alarm lamp on instrument panel lights, 
please clean or replace filter element. 

2 Check surplus of cleaning fixture 
Stop vehicle on a flat road, open side cover of 
instrument desk. Container of cleaning fixture is 
located inside instrument desk. If cleaning 
fixture is insufficient, add. 

1
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3  Check tension of engine belt, fan belt and compressor belt, if loose, tension it; if 
damaged, replace it. 

Check cross plane of belt for no cracks. Transverse cracks （in belt width direction） can be 
adjusted, but if transverse crack and longitudinal crack (in belt length direction) cross, please 
replace belt. If belt is worn or chip falls off, replace belt. 

Too tight or too loose belt would make against normal operation of engine. Press belt to check 
tension. Please refer to manual book of engine assembly for detailed adjusting method and 
tension of belt. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Check level of battery electrolyte 
 

 
 
 

Adjusting method of fan belt: shown in figure 
1. Check tension of belt 
Apply 98N force to belt with finger 
Belt crank pulley 4 and middle pulley 2 should 

lower 25～31mm 
Belt between middle pulley 2 and fan pulley 1 

should lower 7～8mm. 
2. Adjust tension of cone belt 
Adjust bolt 3 and then adjust middle pulley 2 
until tension of belt is proper. 

2

1 3 4 

Adjusting method of fan belt: shown in 
figure 
1 Check tension of belt 
Apply 98N force to belt with finger 
Belt crank pulley 4 and middle pulley 2 
should lower 10～15mm 
2. Adjust tension of cone belt 
Adjust nut until tension of belt is proper. 

1

2 

4 

Open the battery cover to check level of 
electrolyte, if the level is lower than 
scale mark on battery, please add in 
time. 

Note: During adding electrolyte, never 
start engine. 
If the vehicle has not been used for more 
than four days, please disconnect 
cathode of battery. 
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3.3 Vehicle running  

Starting engine 

Place gearshift lever in neutral position and insert starting key into ignition switch, and then 
depress clutch and throttle pedal, finally turn ignition switch clockwise (LOCK — ACC — ON 
— START) to start engine.  

Note: ① If engine can not start, turn the starting key again and depress throttle pedal slowly 
until engine starts. But ensure starting switch not exceed 30s in “ON” position, if 
engine can not start within 30s, please try again after 2 minutes. 

② After initial start everyday, please ensure engine run for 3-5 minutes at low or high 
idle speed. 

③ Never race the engine without warmingup. During coldstart, increase engine speed 
slowly and do not make engine run at maximum speed until water temperature of 
engine reaches to 70°C. At any time, do not make engine run at high speed under no 
load.  

④ Never make engine run at idle speed for more than 10 minutes. 
⑤ Within 5s after engine starts, oil pressure must be built up on instrument panel, 

otherwise, stop engine to check. 
⑥ If parking brake indicator lights, indicating that parking brake has not been released. 

Starting vehicle 
Do not start the vehicle with first gear until engine has started, braking system pressure exceeds 

5kg/cm2 , meters and indicators work normally, water outlet temperature exceeds 60℃ and 
parking brake has been released. 

During vehicle running:  
 Pointer of oil gauge should be between 0.3 and 0.5Mpa（3-5kg/cm2）. 
 Pointer of water temperature gauge should be between 80℃ and 90℃. 
 Pointer of double-pointer barometer should be between 0.55 and 0.8 Mpa（5.5-8kg/cm2） 

After vehicle starts, please shift gears step by step and in time. When vehicle sticks in the mud or 
can not start on poor road, do not release clutch pedal abruptly for starting. 

Precautions for driving:  
① If abnormal noise or odor occurs, please stop vehicle to check. 
② Avoid accelerate or brake abruptly as much as possible. 
③ Do not put foot on clutch pedal during driving. 
④ Avoid engine overspeed. When driving long downhill, engine may overspeed easily 

after gearshift, at this time, pay attention to apply exhaust brake or retarder and driving 
brake to ensure engine run at specified speed. 

⑤ During driving downhill, never stop engine, otherwise, resulting in insufficient pressure 
in brake pipeline and power steering gear failure. 

Stopping engine 
Turn ignition switch to “ACC” position to realize flameout. 
Note: After engine runs at high load, temperature of cooling water is higher than 90ºC, so do not 
stop engine at once. Make engine run for period of time to ensure water temperature reduce to 
normal value, at this time, stop engine. After engine stops, place gearshift lever in neutral position 
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and hand brake handle in control position to realize parking brake and then turn off power. Please 
make necessary inspection of engine and then troubleshoot. 

Precautions: 
Pay attention to items in winter: 
① Please add long life coolant to cooling system. 
② After parking, please eliminate water in air tank in time. 
③ Before winter comes, please check level of battery electrolyte, specific weight and voltage.  
Water used for radiator must be softened. 
Never make engine start without preheating or run with trouble. In the cold climate, do not start 

engine until preheat it with hot water or vapor to more than 30-40ºC. 
During driving downhill, do not place gearshift lever in neutral position to slip. Please apply 

exhaust brake or retarder. 
Do not start vehicle until parking brake has been released. 

3.4 Preparation before driving 

General knowledge 
Please make periodic inspection of bus to ensure normal operation. During service, stop bus on a 
flat road surface and ensure bus steady and engine stop.  
After overhaul, run vehicle to make a functional inspection. 
Hint: If bus often runs under poor conditions（such as poor road surface, larger dust concentration, 

frequent bump and etc.）, maintenance interval should be shortened. During adding lubricant, 
before replacing or repairing filter, clean carefully at place around related parts.  

Please add lubricant with clean container. 

Bus cleaning 
Pay attention not to pollute environment when washing vehicle at washing shop.  
Take care to use the solution with high intensity. 
To ensure oil paint coating not damaged, please wash vehicle from up to down with fresh water 
and do not expose bus under sun during washing.  
Avoid water enter engine by air filter. Do not spray water onto radiator grid on rear right (left) side 
of bus. 

Maintenance on engine and chassis assembly 
Please refer to direction for engine application for structure of engine, assembly and adjustment, 
application and maintenance. 
Please refer to direction for clutch assembly, assembly and adjustment, application and 
maintenance. 
Make an inspection of intake manifold and exhaust manifold at 1000km above. Items shown below: 
1. Check nuts for looseness and tighten nuts of intake and exhaust manifold to even torque to avoid 
air leakage. 
2. Check intake and exhaust manifold for cracks and holes, gaskets for damage or erosion, if 

necessary, replace it. 
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Washing air filter 
 
Hint: Please replace filter element under such conditions: it has been washed 5 times; filter 
element has been damaged; filter element is clogged excessively; after engine oil is replaced. 
When air filter indicator on combination instrument lights, clean air filter or replace element. 
Dirty air filter would lead to insufficient power and engine worn. In order to assure life and normal 
operation of engine, please perform periodic maintenance on air filter.  
Check and maintain air filter every 2000km. Under some conditions, such as dusty and etc., 
interval time should be shortened. 
When maintaining intake system, stop engine. 
After removing filter, do not start engine. 
(1) Remove butterfly nut on cover cap and take 
down cover cap and then take out filter element. 
(2) Clean cap and inside of casing with dry 
cloth. 
During cleaning filter element, avoid water enter 
air filter. 
(3) Eliminate dust in unloading valve. 
(4) Clean filter element. Tap end face with 
hand or wooden bar or blow with 
compressed air. Also wash with lotion, but 
take care not to break element. Blow with 
compressed air: Blow the element from 
inside to outside with compressed air 
whose pressure does not exceed 5bar until 
no dust exists.  
 
Note: Do not blow external surface of 
element with compressed air but clean it 
with cloth. 
 
Wet washing: Put filter element in 
lukewarm containing general cleaning 
agent and swing it and then clean with 
fresh water and dry it after dehydration.  
Hint: Before wet washing, blow filter element clean. 
Note: Do not apply vapor spray gun, solution, gasoline or equivalent. 
－Before reinstalling air filter element, check element from inside to outside with inspection lamp for 
damage; 
－Check sealing ring for damage or cracks. 
Note: Do not run engine without air filter. 

Washing outside of radiator 
Keep outside of radiator clean. Compressed air current can eliminate all the dirt blocking air flow. 

Butterfly nut

Butterfly nut

Filter element 
Filter element 

Cover cap 

Dust unloading valve

Shell  
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On vehicle equipped with intercooler, often keep air radiator fin clean. If there is hard dirt in radiator fin, 
blow fan side and then the other side with compressed vapor current. In order to avoid damage to air 
radiator fin or water radiator fin, ensure spray of air, water or vapor perpendicular to radiator surface. If 
there is much dirt between air radiator and water radiator, please eliminate dirt completely at authorized 
service station of King-long bus. 
NOTE: 1.  Clean water radiator fin and air radiator fin termly and eliminate dirt blocking air flow, which 

assure cooling performance of engine. 
2.  For zone with many winged insect, please clean radiator fin frequently.  
3.  If users do not operate according to requirement, resulting in poor engine cooling and grave 

damage to components. 
 

Filling up coolant 
Anti-freeze and antirust solution (mixture of glycol and water) should be added to cooling system 
to avoid sediment, frost, oxidation and increase in boiling point. 
NOTE: When adding coolant, please choose the same brand as much as possible in case of 
sediment. If coolant is degenerative, replace entirely. 
After long operation of engine, please eliminate scale in cooling system in time. Methods as shown 
below: mix 700-800g caustic soda with 50g kerosene and then inject the miscible liquids into water, 
at this time, make engine run at middle speed for 5-10 minutes. 10-12 hours later, make engine run 
again for 10-15 minutes and then drain aqueous solution and clean cooling system with fresh water. 
 
Coolant specification as shown below: the users should choose proper brand according to 
requirement: 

Specification℃ Max. boiling point℃ Glycol content Pure water Additive  
-45℃ 108.00℃ 58% 32% 10% 
-40℃ 107.50℃ 54% 36% 10% 
-35℃ 107.00℃ 50% 40% 10% 
-30℃ 106.50℃ 46% 44% 10% 
-25℃ 106.00℃ 42% 48% 10% 
-20℃ 105.50℃ 38% 52% 10% 
-15℃ 105.00℃ 34% 56% 10% 
-10℃ 104.50℃ 30% 60% 10% 

 

Adjustment of clutch pedal freeplay 
Adjust clearance between push rod and piston of clutch master cylinder to 0.2-0.7mm. Loosen the 

locknut and rotate push rod in piston direction until it contacts piston, and then turn back 1/7-1/2 

turn. After adjustment, tighten the locknut and then adjust length of clutch booster push rod to 

ensure 4-6mm empty run. At this time, clutch pedal free play is 8-12mm. 

For vehicle equipped with ZF S6-85 transmission, clutch release bearing clearance is adjusted 

automatically. 
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Adjustment of brake pedal freeplay 

Loosen locknut of brake pedal push rod and adjust adjusting nut, and then measure the vertical 

distance from pedal free position to the position where drag increases evidently when depressing 

pedal. The value should be between 8mm and 12mm. After adjustment, lock the locknut. 

 

Tire rotation 

After vehicle runs for period of time, tire will be worn unevenly. In order to prolong tire life, it is 

necessary to perform tire rotation every 8000-10000km. If tire is worn prematurely and unevenly, 

check alignment of four wheels in time and perform dynamic balance and tire rotation. 

 

 
Tire rotation schematic diagram 
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4 SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE  
Maintenance rule for the chassis of this bus series is worked out based on construction features of 
vehicle and the requirement during application. It is very important for user to keep the vehicle in 
good condition. 

4.1 Daily inspection and maintenance 

Engine inspection before starting 
(1)Check coolant level and check for any leakage. 
(2)Check engine oil level which should be between two scales of oil gauge. 
(3)Check and add fuel to fuel tank. 
(4)Check tire for pressure and damage. 
(5)Check brake line for looseness and damage. 
(6)Check liquid level in oil tank of clutch hydraulic control system, if necessary, add more.  
(7)Check all bolts and nuts of steering system for fastening. 
(8)Check lubricant tube of engine turbocharger for damage and leakage. 
(9)Drain air tank. 
(10) Check air charge pipeline of engine for looseness. 
(11) Check joints of oil inlet and return pipeline for leakage. 

Engine inspection after starting 
(1)Check meter, horn, light and wiper for their working condition. 
(2)Check engine oil pressure and water temperature. 
(3)Check all the lamps for normal operation. 
(4)Check engine for any abnormal noise. 
(5)Check rearview mirror for proper position. 

Inspection before driving 
(1)Check brake performance for proper condition. 
(2)Check steering wheel for proper condition. 

Cautions during driving 
(1)If alarm indicator lamp lights, stop vehicle and make an inspection. 
(2)Avoid braking suddenly. 
(3)Check vehicle for any abnormal noise during driving, if necessary, stop vehicle to make an 
inspection. 

Stop vehicle 
After engine stops, apply parking brake. 

Engine cold start 
(1)Never race or repeat racing of engine. 
(2)After engine runs at a stable speed, release clutch pedal and then place transmission gearshift 
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lever in neutral position for sometime at medium speed for engine warming up. 

Stop engine 
Before stopping engine, make it idle for 3-5minutes. If vehicle has run at high speed or on 
downhill, make it idle to ensure enough cooling. 

Do not start engine if components are in trouble 
Abnormal phenomenon will occur before components are in trouble, pay more attention to engine 
performance variation, abnormal noise and outline damage, which indicate that engine should be 
maintained or repaired. Key symptoms are: 
(1)Engine stops or shakes fiercely. 
(2)Power decreases rapidly 
(3)Abnormal noise from engine 
(4)Leakage of fuel, engine oil and coolant 
(5)Engine operating temperature changes sharply 
(6)Too much smoke 
(7)Engine oil pressure too low 
(8)Increase in lubricant consumption 
(9)Increase in fuel consumption 

Routine maintenance weekly 

(1)Check and add battery electrolyte, and then clean battery exterior. 

(2)Check wheel nuts for proper tightening torque. 

4.2 Breaking-in a new vehicle 
To keep the best performance, higher efficiency and long life, never let engine output maximum 
power during the break-in period for a new vehicle. Please pay more attention to abnormal 
phenomenon occurred during break-in period. 

Preparation before breaking-in  

（1）Wash vehicle and check connections for fixture. 

（2）Check coolant reserve in radiator and check components of cooling system for leakage. 

（3）Check oil level of engine, clutch control system, transmission, rear axle, steering gear, if 

insufficient, add and then check components for oil leaks. 

（4）Check to see if braking system operates normally and connections of valves and pipeline are 

leaky.  

（5）Check to see if components of steering gear are loose and get stuck. 

（6）Check working conditions of electrical equipment, light and meters and inspect battery 

electrolyte level.  

（7）Check to see if tire pressure meets standard. 
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（8）Check to see if transmission gears can engage properly. 

Maintenance during break-in period 

（1）Drive your vehicle on a smooth road. 

（2）The driver should get into the habit of proper driving, such as engage the clutch evenly, shift in time, 

never make gears slip off and jerk, avoid accelerating suddenly and braking abruptly.  

（3）Speed limit during break-in period: not in excess of 10km/h for first gear; not in excess of 20km/h for 

second gear; not in excess of 30km/h for third gear; not in excess of 50km/h for fourth gear; not in excess 

of 60km/h for fifth gear; not in excess of 80km/h for sixth gear. 

（4）Load limit: never overload during breaking-in period 

（5）Pay more attention to temperature of transmission, rear axle, hub and brake drum, if heating up 

severely, find out causes and eliminate in time. 

（6）Pay more attention to check engine oil pressure and engine coolant temperature for normal. 
（7）After breaking-in 200km, tighten nuts and bolts on cylinder cover and air charge pipe and 
exhaust pipe according to specified torque and order.  
 (8) After breaking-in 2500km, replace engine lubricant so as not to block oil way and scratch 
bearing shell due to iron chips, sand, dirt and abrasive dust. 
Maintenance after break-in period 

（1）Tighten cylinder head and bolts (inc mounting). 

（2）Check valve clearance. 

（3）Check lubricant level of final drive and clean ventilation plug. 

（4）Replace lubricant of engine, transmission, final drive and then replace rotary oil filter. 

（5）Replace hydraulic oil and oil tank filter of steering hydraulic system. 

（6）Check connection of transmission control mechanism for looseness. 

（7）Check connections of steering gear for looseness and damage. 

（8）Tighten U-bolt and nut of front and rear suspension（at full load） 

（9）Check connection of chassis and driving system according to specified torque. 

（10）Check hydraulic system components of steering mechanism for fixture. 

（11）Lubricate and maintain vehicle according to items at 4000km. 
（12）Check vehicle for oil leaks, water leaks and air leaks 

4.3 Maintenance period and items 

Maintenance every 4000km 
（1）Check acceleration and deceleration performance. 

（2）Check engine exhaust system for proper operation. 

（3）Check fuel, lubricant and coolant for leakage. 

（4）Check lubricant for clean and surplus. 
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（5）Eliminate sediments in fuel filter. 

（6）Check belt for looseness or damage. 

（7）Check working conditions of clutch. 

（8）Check free play of clutch pedal and brake pedal. 

（9）Check clutch, steering gear and hydraulic pipeline for leakage. 

（10）Check oil quantity of clutch reservoir.  

（11）Clean transmission vent plug and check transmission lubricant level.  

（12）Check transmission and final drive for leakage. 

（13）Clean front and rear axle and wheel assembly. 

（14）Check all the nuts in steering system for fixture. 

（15）Check steering wheel for looseness or flutter. 

（16）Check to see that if steering gear is tightened. 

（17）Check performance of brake and parking spring brake. 

（18）Check brake tube and pipeline for leakage, damage and proper connection.  

（19）Check connecting bolt of propeller shaft spider flange for fixture.  

（20）)Check axle shaft bolt for fixture. 

（21）Check tire pressure and tightening torque of wheel bolt and nut. 

（22）Check tire for abnormal wear. 

（23）Lubricate the oil sites according to lubricating list. 
（24）Check battery terminals for fixture and add distilled water. 

Maintenance every 8000km 

Additional items besides those every 4000km:   

（1）Check and clean air filter element 

（2）Replace engine lubricant. 
（3）Replace engine oil filter. 

Maintenance every 12000km（Additional items besides those every 8000km） 
（1）Check valve clearance. 

（2）Replace fuel filter and oil-water separator. 

（3）Check lubricant level of final drive and clean vent plug. 

（4）Clean, lubricate and adjust hub bearing. 

（5）Check steering linkage mated spline for wear.  

（6）Check steering wheel connection for fixture and damage. 

（7）Check components of hydraulic system for fixture. 

（8）Check bearing of propeller shaft spider for looseness and flange nut for fixture.  
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（9）Check and adjust toe in. 
（10）Lubricate the oil sites according to lubricating list. 

Maintenance every 24000km（Additional items besides those every 12000km） 

（1）Replace lubricant of transmission and final drive. 

（2）Replace hydraulic oil and oil tank element of power steering hydraulic system.  

（3）Check connections of transmission control mechanism and of knuckle for looseness. 

（4）Check brake drum and brake lining for wear and damage. 
（5）Check air compressor for proper operation. 

Maintenance every 36000km (Additional items besides those every 24000km） 
Check cylinder damper for proper operation. 

Maintenance every 48000km（Additional items besides those every 36000km） 

（1）Replace air filter element. 

（2）Tighten cylinder head and bolts (inc. mounting) 

（3）Check compression pressure of engine, injection pressure, injection quantity and injection 

timing of injection pump. 

（4）Check fuel feed pump for proper operation. 

（5）Check function of thermostat. 

（6）Replace hydraulic oil in clutch reservoir. 

（7）Check working conditions of transmission bearings, steering wheel bearings, final drive 

and bearings of rear axle.  

（8）Check gap between gears and inside of steering gear for leakage.  

（9）Check connection between tie rod, drag rod and knuckle for wear and damage. 

（10）Check knuckle, knuckle arm and connection between them for crack.  

（11）Check clearance between knuckle and front axle. 

（12）Check alignment of front wheel. 

（13）Check turning angle of front wheel. 

（14）Check hydraulic oil pump for proper operation. 

（15）Check brake valve and other valves for sealing performance.  

（16）Check wheel brake chamber for proper operation and damage.  

（17）Check working conditions of air drier. 

（18）Check front and rear leaf pin sleeve for wear, if necessary, replace it.  
（19）Check welding seam and members of frame and body for crack and connecting bolts and 

rivets for looseness. 

Maintenance every 80000km（Additional items besides those every 48000km） 
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（1）Remove transmission assembly, rear axle final drive assembly and then adjust and perform 

magnetic crack detection on axle sleeve.  

（2）Overhaul clutch and clean clutch master cylinder, wheel cylinder and pipeline. 

（3）Overhaul connections of tie rod and drag rod and replace ball pins of steering system, and 

then perform magnetic crack detection on knuckle.  

（4）Check function of damper, if necessary, replace it at repair shop. 

（5）Overhaul front and rear leaf spring and replace front and rear leaf spring pivot sleeve. 

（6）Overhaul parking and driving brake. 
（7）Because engine assembly wear is related to application of operator, engine disassembly 

depends on its working conditions. For engine, if working conditions is good, performance is fine 
and engine oil is not burned, disassembly period can be prolonged. 

Air drier should be replaced once every year at least.  

4.4 Body maintenance 

（1）Keep body clean. Eliminate earth after driving everyday and don’t scrape body with tool in 

case of scratch and rusting of outer panel skin and frame. 

（2）Keep weatherstrips intact, if necessary, replace in time.  

（3）Never wash body with hot water, sujee, kerosene and other liquor damaging to oil paint. 

（4）Frequently check connections between body and frame, if necessary, repair in time. 

（5）Frequently check fasteners inside vehicle and tighten them in time. 

（6）Frequently check conditions of passenger door, if loose, adjust in time. 
（7）Frequently check all lamps, if necessary, replace in time. 
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5 COMMON TROUBLE AND TROUBLESHOOTING 

5.1 Common trouble and troubleshooting of engine 
Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Engine does 

not start 

1 Insufficient fuel in fuel tank 

3 No fuel in fuel tank 

 

4 Foreign substance or water in fuel 

pipe 

 

5 Air in fuel pump or injection 

pump 

 

5 Incorrect injection timing 

6  Battery power wire connection 

corroded or loose 

 

7 Battery charging insufficient 

8 Starter damaged  

1 Fill up to top. 

2 Overhaul or replace oil transfer pump and fuel feed pump

（in injection pump） 

3 Remove fuel pipe and blow clean with compressed air; 

disassemble injection pump and clean it; drain and wash fuel 

tank and then refill up to top.  

4 Check fuel pipe and oil transfer pump and find out causes; 

loosen bleeder plug on injection pump and drive fuel feed 

pump with hand to bleed air. 

5 Check and adjust injection timing. 

6 Clean, check and tighten wire connection and tighten nut, 

if corroded excessively, replace power wire connection and 

tighten nut. 

7 Check and charge, if necessary, replace the battery. 

8 Repair or replace starter.  

Diesel engine 

lacks in 

power and 

operates 

improperly  

1 Air filter clogged 

2 Too high oil level 

3  Too short draw rod between 

accelerator pedal and fuel supply lever  

4 Foreign substance or water in fuel 

supply system 

6 Oil nozzle clogged or injector 

damaged 

7 Injection timing incorrect 

8 Malfunction of automatic 

advance adjuster  

8  Injection pump plunger worn 

excessively 

9 Adjuster adjusted incorrectly 

10 Valve clearance incorrect 

1 Clean air filter 

2 Drain oil until level reaches to superscript. 

3 Adjust draw rod length to ensure it reach to maximum fuel 

supply position. 

4 Wash completely and refill fuel up to top. 

 

5 Clean jet orifice of oil nozzle with special tool and 

overhaul injector. 

6 Check and adjust injection timing 

7 Make an inspection of test bench, if necessary, replace 

automatic adjuster spring. 

8 Overhaul injection pump and replace parts worn 

excessively  

9 Check and adjust adjuster 

10 Check and adjust valve clearance correctly. 
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Diesel engine 

stops by 

itself 

1  Injection pump drive device 

damaged 

2 Air in fuel supply system 

 

 

3  Foreign substance or water in fuel 

pipe 

 

4 Fuel filter clogged 

5 Air filter clogged 

6 Too low idle speed 

7 Valve clearance incorrect 

1 Replace the damaged parts and check injection timing. 

2 Check fuel pipe for crack and joints for looseness; 

Replace damaged parts and then unscrew bleeder screw plug 

on injection pump and fuel filter and drive fuel transfer 

pump with hand to bleed air. 

3 Remove fuel pipe and blow clean with compressed air; 

disassemble injection pump and clean it; drain and wash fuel 

tank and then refill up to top.  

4 Wash and replace filter element. 

5 Eliminate foreign substance or replace element. 

6 Adjust idle screw. 

7 Replace adjusting shim so as to obtain correct valve 

clearance. 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Engine 

overheat 

1 Water pump damaged 

2 Thermostat damaged 

3 Part of radiator clogged 

 

4 Scale in water jacket of cylinder 

head and cylinder body 

5Water pump belt loose 

6 Too low coolant level 

7Engine timing incorrect 

8Too much or little fuel supplied by 

injection pump 

9Air filter clogged 

1 Replace it. 

2Replace it. 

3Eliminate dirt carefully according to requirement and repair 

the leaky position. 

4 Eliminate dirt carefully according to direction for scale 

remover use. 

5 Check and adjust belt tension. 

6 Add coolant until level reaches to specified range.  

7 Check engine timing and adjust according to requirement.  

8 Calibrate fuel quantity on test bench until it accords with 

specified value. 

9Clear air filter, if necessary, replace it. 
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Abnormal 

noise is heard 

from diesel 

engine 

1Injection pump adjusted incorrectly 

 

2Imbalance of crankshaft 

3Flywheel screws loose 

 

4Abnormal noise occurred due to too 

large clearance of one or several main 

journals or connecting rod journal or 

too large axial clearance of 

crankshaft 

5Connecting rod bend 

6Knocking due to piston worn 

excessively 

7Maximum fuel supply limiting screw 

adjusted incorrectly 

8 Malfunction of injector  

9 Fuel pipe clogged 

10Too large clearance between piston 

pin and piston pin hole or connecting 

rod bushing makes connecting rod 

bushing loose, resulting in noise. 

1Adjust injection pump correctly to ensure fuel supply 

advance angle accord with specified value. 

2Check unbalance dynamic of crankshaft for proper 

3Replace the loose screws and tighten all the screws to 

specified torque. 

4Grind crankshaft main journal or connecting rod journal and 

replace the corresponding bearing or thrust bearing （rear 

main bearing） 

 

 

5Correct or replace it. 

6Bore the cylinder hole and install increscent piston. 

 

7Adjust it correctly. 

 

8Check to see if needle valve gets stuck in oil nozzle and 

injector is adjusted to specification.  

9Remove and clean fuel pipe, and then replace damaged fuel 

pipe. 

10Replace piston pin or bushing on small end of connecting 

rod. 
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Black or dark 

grey smoke 

from diesel 

engine  

1Abnormal noise occurs in valve  

mechanism 

 

2Too large maximum fuel quantity of 

injection pump 

3Too late oil injection or malfunction 

of automatic advance adjuster  

4Too large fuel injection advance 

angle 

5Part of injection pump or all the oil 

nozzles are clogged completely or 

partially  

6Air filter clogged or damaged 

7Part or entire injector models are 

incorrect or injector is adjusted 

improper 

8Incorrect inside diameter of high 

pressure fuel pipe or end damage due 

to frequent assembly and disassembly 

9Cylinder pressure insufficient  

1Adjust valve clearance and check valve spring for damage. 

Check to see if clearance between tappet and tappet hole and 

clearance between valve stem and valve guide are too large. 

2Remove injection pump and adjust fuel supply quantity as 

required.  

3Adjust injection timing correctly and check automatic 

advance adjuster. 

4 Adjust injection timing correctly. 

 

5Replace with a new injector or repair the primary one with 

special tool. 

 

6Clear or replace air filter element. 

7Replace or adjust injector. 

 

 

8Check end and joint of high pressure fuel pipe, if necessary, 

replace it. 

 

9Overhaul engine assembly or the related components. 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Blue-grey or 

grey smoke 

from diesel 

engine  

1Too small fuel injection advance 

angle or damaged automatic advance 

adjuster  

2Injector damaged or jet orifice 

clogged 

3Blow-by fuel due to piston ring stuck 

or cylinder liner worn excessively 

4 Blow-by fuel due to valve guide or 

valve stem worn excessively 

5Too low working temperature of 

engine（thermostat clogged or stuck）

1Adjust injection timing correctly and check automatic 

advance adjuster. 

 

2Check jet orifice for clog and injector spring for damage. 

3Overhaul engine. 

 

 

4Repair cylinder head. 

 

5Replace thermostat. 

Engine can 

not stop  

1Malfunction of governor 

2Solenoid valve damaged 

3 Governor failure 

4Too large clearance between 

governor parts 

1Remove injection pump 

2Replace it. 

3Repair or replace it. 

4Adjust all clearances to minimum allowable value, if 

necessary, replace the parts worn excessively.  
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Being 

difficult to 

start 

1Piston jamming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Flywheel ring gear damaged 

 

3Compression pressure insufficient 

1Piston jamming mainly results from insufficient lubricant. 

Check lubricating system for too low pressure and oil leakage; 

check injection nozzle of piston and cylinder liner of cooling 

system and lubricating system for clog or oil leakage due to 

looseness; check to see if cooling system is perfect and piston 

jamming results from overheating  

Replace piston, piston ring and cylinder liner. 

2Check engagement between gear ring and starter, if 

necessary, replace gear ring. 

3Check to see if clearance between piston and cylinder 

exceeds standard, resulting in air leakage. 

 Check head gasket for air leakage and valve for sealing 

performance. 
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Abnormal 

noise occurs 

during 

operation 

1Too early injection timing: rhythmed 

and silvery metal slap from cylinder 

inside 

2Too late injection timing: grave and 

indistinct slap from cylinder inside 

3Loose fit between piston pin and 

bushing on small end results in 

bushing worn: clear, light and sharp 

noise occurs when engine runs at idle 

speed 

4Cylinder liner worn results in too 

large clearance between piston and 

cylinder liner, which bring slap from 

cylinder wall during engine running. 

Slap will aggravate as rotate speed 

increases. 

5Slap from crankshaft at idle speed : 

thrust bearing worn 

1Adjust fuel injection advance angle. 

 

 

2 Adjust fuel injection advance angle. 

 

3Replace bushing on small end. 

 

 

 

 

4Check and replace piston ring or cylinder liner. 

 

 

 

 

 

5Check and replace. 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Soot  

1Too large load 

2Low compression ratio 

 

3Deficiency of air  

1Check and correct. 

2Check cylinder gasket for air leakage, piston ring and 

cylinder liner for wear and valve for sealing performance 

3Check air filter for clog 

Color of 

smoke in 

exhaust 

is 

abnormal White  

1Poor atomization of fuel injector 

and too low injection pressure 

resulting in oil drop 

2When diesel engine starts, 

individual cylinder does not combust 

（especially in winter） 

3Too much engine oil in crankcase 

blows by combustion chamber 

4Wear, incorrect installation 

direction and insufficient elasticity of 

piston ring result in blow-by fuel. 

5Valve stem and valve guide worn 

lead to engine oil entering 

combustion chamber. 

1Check injector matching parts and then grind or replace or 

adjust injection pressure. 

 

2Increasing rotate speed and loading properly can eliminate 

white smoke, otherwise, injector may be in trouble. 

 

3Check oil level of crankcase and eliminate too much 

engine oil.  

4Check piston ring. 

 

 

5Check valve and guide. 
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Malfunction of 

fuel transfer 

pump 

1Check outlet pressure of fuel transfer pump. 

If pressure exists, indicating that feed line is clogged. Remove feed line and then blow or replace it; 

if pressure is zero, diesel filter may be clogged. Clean or replace element; if outlet pressure is 

zero and element is not clogged, fuel transfer pump may be in trouble, replace it. 

2Check fuel transfer pump valve. 

If inlet and delivery valve of fuel transfer pump are in trouble, please replace the damaged nonreturn 

valve or spring. 

Injection pump 

does not supply 

fuel 

1Check oil return line for leakage. 

Element clogged would lead to leakage due to increase in pressure, so replace the element. 

2Check spill valve of filter for leakage, if necessary, replace it. 

3Check spill valve of injection pump. 

If there is leakage, possible causes shown below: spill valve damaged, plunger and delivery valve 

stuck. Replace the damaged parts（Note: After removing injection pump assembly, replace 

components in injection pump not on site but in special service housing. The requirement also can 

be applied to items below） 

4Check fuel supply pressure of each cylinder plunger. 

If fuel supply pressure is too low, replace plunger and plunger sleeve. 

5Check working conditions of injection pump. 

If injection pump does not work normally, driving key may not be installed during repairing or be 

cut due to other trouble during engine running; oil pump driving key (driving gear) also may be 

damaged and proper measures should be taken. 

Incorrect injection 

timing  

1Check to see if injection timing mark is aligned with that of driving chain (or gear), if necessary, 

reinstall it. 

2Check to see if injection pump is installed firmly, otherwise, tighten it again. 

Malfunction of 

part of injector 

Remove fuel injector and then install it on special test bench. If atomization is poor, pressure may be 

too low, please adjust the adjusting screw on injector to increase spring pressure and improve 

atomization. If oil column sprayed by fuel injector is continuous or discontinuous, injector needle 

valve matching parts may be stuck, please replace fuel injector assembly; if dripping oil occurs, 

needle valve seat is not sealed correctly, please replace fuel injector assembly or regrind needle 

valve and valve seat at special service house. 
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Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Unsteady 

operation of 

engine 

1Water in diesel 

 

2Air in fuel line 

 

 

 

 

3 Insufficient fuel supply 

 

 

4 Inflexible fuel-quantity control rack 

 

 

 

5 Uneven fuel supply of each 

cylinder of injection pump 

1Check instrument panel indicator and fuel tank and then drain 

water or replace fuel. 

2 Unscrew bleeder screw of filter and injection pump and then 

rotate engine to bleed bubble until diesel flows from engine 

continuously. If Bubbles occur continuously, pipeline 

connection may be loose or gasket in pipeline may be 

damaged, replace it. 

3 Check fuel transfer pump for normal operation; check tank 

breather hole for clog; check filter element for no clog and 

then wash or replace element. 

4 Check to see if plunger gets stuck; check to see if rack and 

control gear ring are engaged properly; check to see if plunger 

spring and spring seat are engaged properly; check to see if 

delivery valve is tight. 

5 Check fuel quantity of each cylinder. Remove the injection 

pump and then place it on test bench to calibrate and adjust; 

check plunger spring of each cylinder for damage or wear. 

Critical 

maximum 

speed can not 

be reached 

1 Governor spring force insufficient 

or damaged 

2 Plastic deformation occurs in 

governor spring  

3 Insufficient fuel supply of injection 

pump 

1 Replace governor spring. 

 

2 Replace governor spring. 

3 Check fuel feed pump and injection pump; check delivery 

valve. If delivery valve is too loose, tighten it; If sealing 

performance of delivery valve seat is poor, replace it; if 

delivery valve spring is deformed or damaged, replace. 

Knocking of 

diesel engine 

1 Injection timing incorrect 

 

2 Oil injection pressure too high 

3 Injector clogged 

1 Verify and adjust timing according to requirement; check to 

see if governor spring is damaged. 

2 Adjust injection pump and injector and ensure good 

atomization of fuel injector. 

3 Wash or replace. 

4 Much smoke occurs in exhaust due to knocking caused by 

three causes above 
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5.2 Common trouble and troubleshooting of clutch 
 
Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Abnormal 

noise from 

clutch 

1 Noise occurs when clutch disengages 

1）Flywheel support bearing stuck 

2）Release bearing stuck 

2Noise occurs when clutch engages 

1） Clutch driven disk worn 

2） Clutch torsion damping spring broken 

3） Transmission bearing or gear broken 

 

1） Replace bearing. 

2） Replace bearing. 

 

1） Replace it. 

2） Replace it. 

3） Replace bearing or gear. 

Clutch does 

not 

disengage 

smoothly or 

can not 

disengage 

1 When clutch pedal travel is correct 

1）Clutch pressure plate or flywheel and 

driven plate uneven or deformed 

2）Clutch driven plate spline worn or stuck 

 

 

3）Flywheel supporting bearing stuck.  

4）Pressure spring distorted  

5）Foreign substance in clutch driven plate, 

pressure plate and flywheel 

6）Diaphragm spring distorted or broken 

2 Operation of clutch pedal is normal but 

pedal stroke is too large. 

1）Too large push rod stroke of clutch pedal

2）Pedal bushing, interlocking pin and pin 

hole worn 

3）Too large push rod stroke of clutch 

booster 

3 Too small or no acting force when 

operating clutch pedal 

1） Air in liquid pipeline 

2） Clutch master cylinder or booster 

operates abnormally  

4 No brake fluid in clutch oil reservoir 

1）Leakage 

2）Leakage occurs during hydraulic cylinder 

operation 

 

1） Correct or replace faulted parts.  

 

2） Repair or replace clutch driven plate and 

lubricate the moving position with anti-high 

temperature grease. 

3） Replace bearing. 

4） Replace pressure spring. 

5） Remove and wash. 

 

6） Check for distortion or break and replace 

faulted components. 

 

1） Adjust stroke to specified range. 

2） Replace. 

 

3） Adjust stroke to specified range. 

 

 

1） Bleed air. 

2） Disassemble and repair. 

 

 

1） Check and repair leakage or replace faulted 

components.  

2） Disassemble and repair. 
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Clutch slip 

1 Worn surface of clutch driven, flywheel 

and pressure plate; connection between these 

components incorrect or stuck 

2Friction surface of clutch driven plate, 

flywheel and pressure plate is wet with 

lubricant 

3 Compression spring fatigued or broken 

4 Improper application of pressure spring 

5 Clutch cap bolt loose 

6 Clutch pedal has no free play 

7 Diaphragm spring worn or broken or 

fatigued 

8 Clutch master cylinder push rod pushing 

piston adjusted incorrectly 

9 Push rod pushing clutch cylinder adjusted 

incorrectly 

10 Clutch booster push rod pushing clutch 

adjusted incorrectly 

11 Clutch master cylinder oil return port 

clogged 

12 Clutch driven plate worn 

1 Correct or replace parts. 

 

 

2 Clean or replace parts. 

 

 

3 Replace pressure spring. 

4 Replace with correct spring. 

5 Tighten blots to specified torque. 

6 Adjust free play of pedal. 

7 Check clutch cover assembly and replace 

faulted components. 

8 Adjust push rod to specified length 

 

9Adjust push rod to specified length. 

 

10 Adjust push rod to specified length 

 

11 Disassemble and wash. 

 

12 Replace clutch driven plate. 
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Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Vibration 

occurs when 

clutch 

engages 

1Loose rivet on surface of clutch driven 

plate 

2Pressure spring broken or fatigued  

3Distortion, improper engagement and too 

large runout clearance for clutch driven 

plate, flywheel and pressure plate  

4Clutch driven plate surface performance 

fades  

5Driven plate damping spring broken 

6Clutch release lever height uneven 

7 Diaphragm spring performance fades or 

breaks 

1Correct or replace clutch driven plate. 

2Replace pressure spring. 

3Repair or replace faulted parts. 

 

 

4Replace clutch driven plate. 

 

5 Replace clutch driven plate. 

6Adjust height of each release lever  

7Check clutch cover assembly and replace 

faulted parts. 

Too large 

clutch pedal 

1Clutch booster failure 

2Release bearing bushing stuck or lubricated 

insufficiently  

3Release bearing flange stuck 

4Release level bushing lubricated 

insufficiently  

1Disassemble, repair or clean. 

2Replace or lubricate bushing.  

 

3Correct or replace bearing flange. 

4Lubricate. 
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5.3 Common trouble and troubleshooting of Transmission 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Difficult gear 

shift (Difficult 

gear 

engagement 

1 Control mechanism  

1）Control hinge height incorrect 

2）Clearance exists between control hinges 

3）Control hinge bend. 

2 Transmission  

1）Bearing worn or damaged 

2）Synchronizer operates abnormally  

3）Shaft or gear worn or damaged 

4）Gear shifter shaft can not slip normally 

3 Others 

1）Clutch can not disengage normally 

2）Lubricating oil viscosity too high 

 

1） Adjust it. 

2） Correct or replace components. 

3） Correct or replace control hinge. 

 

1） Replace bearing. 

2） Correct or replace components. 

3） Correct or replace components.  

4） Correct. 

 

1） See symptom “Clutch does not disengage 

smoothly or can not disengage”. 

2） Apply specified lubricant. 

Transmission 

gears 

disengage 

mesh 

position 

Transmission  

1）Shift fork distorted or worn 

2）Worn locking ball or ball on gear shifter 

shaft 

3）Locking spring broken or fatigued  

4）Gear mesh clearance too large 

5）Too large axial clearance of gear 

6）Slipper or end face worn of sliding 

bearing 

7）Main bearing worn  

 

1） Check shift fork, if bent, correct or replace. 

2） Disassemble and replace worn parts. 

3） Replace spring. 

4） Adjust gear clearance or replace gear. 

5） Measure axial clearance, if necessary, 

replace thrust washer. 

6） Replace bushing. 

7） Replace main bearing. 
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Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Transmission 

gears 

disengage 

mesh position 

Control mechanism  

1）Malfunction of control mechanism 

2）Vehicle vibration caused by shift lever 

motion 

 

 

1）Check and correct control hinge 

2）Check engine rubber mounting for damage and 

replace faulted components. 

Noise from 

transmission 

1 Too low lubricant viscosity 

2 Lubricant insufficient 

3 Tooth of gear scratched or worn  

4 Bearing worn or broken 

5 Incorrect place where shift fork and gear 

engage 

1 Apply proper lubricant 

2 Add to specified level. 

3 Repair or replace faulted components. 

4 Replace bearing. 

5 Check shift fork, if bent, replace.  

5.4 Common trouble and troubleshooting of Propeller shaft 
Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Propeller 

shaft jogging

（ vehicle 

vibrates 

during 

driving） 

1Propeller shaft sliding yoke assembled 

incorrectly 

2Propeller shaft distorted or bent 

3Universal joint journal or needle roller 

bearing worn or damaged 

4Propeller shaft loose 

5Propeller shaft imbalance 

6Intermediate support bearing worn or 

damaged 

7Intermediate support bearing bracket loose 

or buffer rubber block aging 

1 Remove and keep sliding fork and fixed fork 

on the same plane 

2 Correct or replace propeller shaft. 

3Replace bearing. 

 

4Tighten propeller shaft to specified torque. 

5Adjust or replace propeller shaft. 

6 Replace intermediate support bearing 

 

7Correct or replace. 

Abnormal 

noise from 

propeller 

shaft（during 

starting or 

driving） 

1Universal joint worn or damaged 

2Sliding fork worn or damaged 

3Propeller shaft loose 

4Needle roller bearing, sliding fork and 

intermediate bearing lack of lubrication 

1Replace universal joint 

2Replace sliding fork. 

3Tighten it to specified torque. 

4Lubricate.  
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5.5 Common trouble and troubleshooting of Rear axle 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Abnormal 

noise from 

rear axle  

When vehicle starts 

1）Too large clearance between differential 

gears 

2）Too large clearance between drive gear or 

driven gear 

3）Loose coupling flange and propeller shaft

4）Too small pretightening force of drive 

gear bearing 

5）Drive gear fixing bolt and nut loose 

When vehicle turning 

1）Axle shaft, drive gear, spider, thrust shim, 

axle shaft bearing and etc. worn or damaged

2）Too low oil level 

 

1） Adjust clearance.  

 

2） Adjust clearance. 

 

3） Tighten to specified torque. 

4） Adjust pretightening force. 

5） Tighten to specified torque. 

 

 

1） Correct or replace faulted parts. 

 

2） Add lubricant. 
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Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Abnormal 

noise from 

rear axle 

When vehicle driving: 

1）Too large clearance between drive gear or 

driven gear 

2）Bearing worn or damaged 

3）Gear worn or damaged 

4）Too low oil level 

When driving under the action of inertia 

1）Too small clearance between drive and 

driven gear 

2）Bearing worn or damaged 

3）Gears engage position incorrect 

4）Too low oil level 

 

1）Adjust clearance. 

 

2）Replace bearing. 

3）Correct or replace. 

4）Fill lubricant up to top. 

 

1）Adjust clearance. 

 

2）Replace bearing. 

3）Correct or replace faulted parts. 

4）Fill lubricant up to top. 

Rear axle 

lubricant 

leakage 

1 Oil seal worn, loose or damaged 

2 Differential locking bolt loose or gasket 

damaged 

3 Differential case coupling surface 

damaged 

4 Oil drain plug loose or gasket damaged 

 

5 Vent plug clogged or damaged 

6 Axle housing cracks 

7 Coupling flange sealing surface damaged 

or distorted  

8 Malfunction of bearing leads to radial 

runout of coupling flange 

9 Axle housing distortion due to overloading 

1 Replace oil seal. 

2 Tighten to specified torque and replace gasket. 

 

3 Trim, if necessary, replace differential housing.

4 Replace gasket and tighten screw plug to 

specified torque. 

5 Clean or replace vent plug. 

6 Repair or replace axle housing. 

7 Correct or replace coupling flange. 

 

8 Replace bearing. 

 

9 Correct or replace axle housing. 

Hub bearing 

jamming 

1 Too large pretightening force of hub 

bearing 

2 Bearing lack of lubrication or incorrect 

grease applied 

3 Dust in bearing 

4 Water entering bearing due to malfunction 

of sealing ring 

1 Adjust pretightening force. 

2 Intensify lubrication or replace grease. 

 

3 Clean and intensify lubrication. 

4 Replace sealing ring. 
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5.6 Common trouble and troubleshooting of Front axle and steering 

system 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Steering 

wheel 

shimmy 

1 Steering system 

1）Steering gear housing bolt or steering 

column support loose 

2）Steering junction loose 

3）Too large steering gear clearance 

2 Front axle 

1）Rim, spoke and wheel unbalance or wear

2）Front wheel bearing worn 

3）Kingpin and bushing worn excessively 

4）Knuckle distorted  

5）Wheel alignment improper 

6）Front leaf spring fatigued and “U” bolt 

loose or center bolt damaged 

 

1） Tighten to specified torque. 

 

2） Correct junction.  

3） Adjust clearance. 

 

1） Balance all the components and replace 

faulted components. 

2） Replace bearing. 

3） Correct or replace faulted components. 

4） Replace knuckle. 

5） Check and adjust wheel alignment. 

6） Replace faulted components. 

Failure of 

steering 

wheel return 

to center  

1 Steering system 

1）Difficult gear mesh 

2）Malfunction of power steering system 

3）Power piston contact improper 

4）Return spring fatigued  

5）Malfunction of slide valve. 

2 Front axle 

1）Too large caster angel of kingpin 

 

1） Adjust gear mesh. 

2） Overhaul and eliminate trouble. 

3） Correct or replace power piston. 

4） Replace spring. 

5） Check diameter of slide valve and housing, 

if necessary, replace slide valve or housing. 

1）Check and adjust front wheel alignment. 

Steering 

wheel 

disalignment   

1 Incorrect alignment of front wheel 

2 Front leaf spring fatigued and damaged 

3 Front axle bent 

4 Brake drag  

5 Front hub bearing nut loose 

6 Tire pressure unequal  

7 Tires with different dimension applied 

1 Check and adjust front wheel alignment. 

2 Replace faulted spring. 

3 Correct or replace front axle. 

4 Please refer to section “brake”. 

5 Tighten to specified torque. 

6 Inflate to specified pressure.  

7 Replace with correct tire. 
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Tire wear 

uneven or 

premature 

1 Front axle 

1）Incorrect alignment of front wheel 

2）Hub bearing worn or broken and bearing 

nut loose 

3）Ball pin, kingpin and bushing too loose or 

too tight 

2 Tire 

1）Tire pressure incorrect 

2）Disalignment between tire and wheel 

3 Others 

1）Trouble caused by abrupt starting or fast 

braking  

2）Overload 

 

1） Check and adjust front wheel alignment. 

2） Replace bearing or tighten nut to specified 

torque. 

3） Correct, if necessary, replace faulted 

components. 

 

1） Inflate to specified pressure. 

2） Replace tire or wheel. 

 

1） Get into correct driving habit. 

 

2） Load according to specified capacity. 

Hard steering

（ steering 

system 

failure） 

1Too low oil level 

2 Lubricant deterioration or foreign 

substance in oil 

3Steering junction worn 

4Power steering system faulty  

5Too large resistance due to pipeline sunken 

6Too low oil pressure due to malfunction of 

hydraulic pump 

7Air in hydraulic pipeline 

8Malfunction of rotary valve 

9Power cylinder worn or damaged and 

piston O-ring damaged 

10）Too muck oil leakage in steering gear 

housing 

1Add lubricant to specified level. 

2Replace lubricant. 

3Replace ball pin. 

4Overhaul and eliminate trouble. 

5Measure back pressure, if exceeding 

specification, repair or replace pipeline. 

6Measure oil pressure and flow, if lower than 

specification, disassemble and repair hydraulic 

pump.  

7Bleed air and add oil. 

8Disassemble and repair rotary valve. 

9Disassemble and repair. 

10 Disassemble and repair steering housing. 
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Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Hard steering

（ front axle 

faulty） 

1 Incorrect alignment of front wheel（Too 

large caster angle） 

2Too small clearance between kingpin and 

bushing 

3Thrust bearing installed wrong  

4Front axle components lack of lubrication 

5Ball connection too tight or too loose 

6Tire pressure too low 

7Tire worn excessively 

1Check and adjust wheel alignment. 

 

2Check and adjust clearance. 

 

3Correct and assemble.  

4Apply grease to front axle. 

5Check and lubricate ball pin. 

6Inflate to specified pressure. 

7Replace tire. 

Oil overflows 

from oil tank 

1 Screen or filter element clogged 

2 Air in pipeline 

1 Clean screen or replace filter element 

2 Add oil and bleed air. 
 

5.7 Common trouble and troubleshooting of Braking system 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

Unsmooth 

operation of 

wheel 

1 Compressed air in brake chamber 

2 Camshaft lubrication incorrect or slack 

adjuster return improper 

3 Brake shoe or chamber return spring 

fatigued or broken 

4 Spring brake reacts  

5 Quick release valve exhaust port clogged 

6 Brake valve primary or secondary piston 

return failure 

1 Check and correct exhaust valve of quick 

release valve 

2 Correct faulty components. 

3 Replace faulty components. 

4 Eliminate cause of spring brake is not released.

5 Disassemble and clean faulty components. 

6 Disassemble and clean brake valve, if 

necessary, replace faulty components. 

Abnormal 

noise occurs 

when 

depressing 

brake pedal 

1 Rivet or bolt protrudes due to brake lining 

worn 

2Lining surface harden   

3 Lining surface deterioration 

4 Improper contact between brake shoe and 

lining  

5 Uneven wear or weak installation of brake 

drum inner surface 

6 Brake shoe supporting pin loose 

7 Hub bearing worn 

8 Brake drum distortion  

1Replace lining. 

 

2 Replace lining. 

3 Replace lining. 

4Rivet the rivet or tighten bolt. 

 

5Correct or tighten brake drum. 

6Adjust brake shoe clearance and tighten 

supporting pin locknut. 

7Replace it. 

8Correct or replace brake drum. 
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Unsteady 

braking 

1Tire pressure uneven or tire dimension 

different 

2Brake shoe installed incorrectly or return 

spring damaged 

3Brake lining bonding incorrect 

4Improper adjustment of left and right brake

5Brake lining deterioration 

6Brake lining is wet with oil 

7Brake backing plate damaged 

8Leaf spring U bolt loose 

1Operate as required 

2Tighten brake shoe supporting pin locknut and 

replace return spring. 

3Adjust lining. 

4Adjust brake. 

5Replace lining. 

6Wash with gasoline and eliminate oil leakage of 

hub bearing, cylinder head and rubber cover. 

7Replace it. 

8Tighten U bolt. 

Under all 

conditions, 

brake can not 

be applied 

completely 

When compressed air is normal:  

1Brake valve stroke too short 

2Camshaft does not rotate（Bushing lack of 

lubricant） 

3Brake chamber push rod stroke adjusted 

improperly 

4Relay valve slide contact improper 

5Brake lining overheating or deterioration 

6Brake lining mesh improper   

7 lining or brake drum is wet with lubricant 

8Water entering brake drum 

When compressed air pressure is abnormal: 

1Air leakage in air pipeline 

2 Air compressor out of work 

3Pressure regulator adjusted improperly or 

faulty due to dirt entering 

4Air leakage in brake valve 

 

1Check, if necessary, replace brake valve. 

2Check working conditions of camshaft, if 

necessary, replace camshaft. 

3Adjust stroke. 

 

4Disassemble and repair. 

5Replace lining. 

6Correct lining mesh position. 

7Wash smear with proper cleaning agent or 

replace lining. 

8 During driving, depress pedal solely to drain 

water. 

1 Maintain leaky position. 

2 Disassemble and repair air compressor. 

3Adjust or wash. 

4Disassemble and repair brake valve. 
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5.8 Common trouble and troubleshooting of electrical equipment 

and starting system 
Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

During running, charge 

indicator lamp does not go 

off and vehicle does not 

start easily 

1Battery lack of electricity 

2Generator damaged 

3Charge indicator lamp loop short 

4Slipping of belt 

1Charge the battery. 

2Replace generator. 

3Check circuit. 

4Adjust belt. 

Battery lacks electricity 

excessively and can not 

be charged at low speed 

1Battery damaged 

2Generator damaged 

3 Slipping of belt 

1Replace battery. 

2Replace generator. 

3Adjust belt. 

Abnormal noise occurs 

during generator rotates 

1Belt loose or worn excessively and 

shimmy during rotating 

2Bearing damaged or clearance too large 

3Too large bearing clearance 

Adjust belt and replace bearing. 

Difficult starting 

1No or insufficient electricity in battery or 

terminal loose 

2Starter switch contact poor, connector lug 

shot or magnet coil contact poor 

3Starter pinion gets stuck in flywheel ring 

gear. Furthermore, engine bearing is burnt 

and combustion chamber is wet with 

water, resulting in the trouble. 

1Charge and clean joint and then 

tighten it. 

 

2Repair or replace. 

3 Repair or replace. 

Find out causes and eliminate them. 

Symptom  Possible cause Remedy/Prevention 

When starter 

starting, generator 

rotates slowly 

1Battery lack of electricity and terminal loose or dirty

2Starter switch contact burnt, armature shaft bent or 

copper sleeve burnt 

3Brush wear or spring force insufficient. 

Furthermore, too cold weather, no preheating and too 

large lubricant viscosity are also the factors. 

1Charge and clean terminal and then 

tighten, repair and replace. 

2Replace. 

3Preheat or replace with lubricant 

corresponding to temperature. 

When starter 

starting, gear and 

flywheel can not 

engage  

1Ignition switch contact poor or socket loose 

2Relay or magnetic switch wiring loose 

3Starter magnetic switch coil broken circuit 

4 Damaged starting gear or gear ring of starter 

5Malfunction of engage switch 

6Starter armature shaft bent 

1Clean and tighten. 

2Tighten. 

3Replace. 

4Repair gear surface or replace. 

5Find out causes and eliminate 

them. 

6Replace. 
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When starter 

starting, gears can 

not disengage 

completely 

1Starter starting gear sleeve too tight or stuck 

2Too small clearance between starter starting gear 

and flywheel ring gear or starter gear damaged 

3Magnetic coil dirty 

4Driving fork shaft stuck 

5Clutch stuck 

1Replace sleeve or wash and repair.

2Adjust clearance or replace starting 

gear. 

3Clean. 

4Clean and correct. 

5Replace. 
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APPENDIX 1 (A) (Schematic diagram of XMQ6127CS brake pipeline) 

To front door pump and poppet valve To rear door pump clutch booster

Air source circuit

Front brake air circuit

Rear brake air circuit

Hand brake air circuit

Front brake air circuit (motivated)

Rear brake air circuit (motivated)

Hand brake air circuit (motivated)

1 Air compressor assy.  2 Expansion can   3 Drier  4 Regeneration can  5 Water drain valve6 Four-circuit valve   7 Wet air tank  8 Hand brake air tank  9 Front air tank  

10 Rear air tank  11 Master brake cylinder  12 Hand brake valve  13 Front brake chamber 14 Rear brake chamber   15 Relay valve  16 Both-way valve   17 Quick release valve

18 Air pressure sensor   

Air brake schematic diagram (no ABS)
 

Drier assy.
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APPENDIX 1 (B) Schematic diagram of 

XMQ6127,XMQ6127S.XMQ6127N.XMQ6127NS,XMQ6127N1,XM

Q6127N1S,XMQ6128,XMQ6128S brake pipeline 

气源管路：Air source pipeline  气囊管路：Air bag pipeline  

后制动管路：Rear brake pipeline 前制动管路：Front brake pipeline

手控阀管路：Manual valve pipeline 

1 Air compressor  2 Expansion valve  3 Drier  4 Regenerating 

tank  5 Wet air tank  6 Four circuit protection valve  

7 Rear air tank  8 Air bag tank  9 Front air tank   

10 Parking brake air tank  11 Spring air tank  12 Brake valve 

13 Parking brake valve   14 Poppet valve   

15 Poppet solenoid valve  16 Relay valve  17 Quick release valve 

18 ABS solenoid valve  19 Front wheel-brake cylinder  

20 Power spring chamber  21 Air bag altitude valve    

22 Exhaust brake solenoid valve  23 Air bag  24 Bi-way valve 

25 Drain valve  26 Double-pointer barometer   

27 Retarder control handle   28 Air pressure sensor   

29 Pressure control valve  30 Retaerder foot control valve  

31 Overflow valve  
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APPENDIX 2 Vehicle tool kit and technical document 

1 Vehicle tool kit  

No. Part name Specification Unites  QTY 

1 Double wrench 8×10 
Piece 

1 

2 Double wrench 12×14 
Piece 1 

3 Double wrench 17×19 
Piece 1 

4 Double wrench 22×24 
Piece 1 

5 Double wrench 13×15 
Piece 1 

6 Double wrench 16×18 
Piece 1 

7 Box wrench 12×14 
Piece 1 

8 Box wrench 17×19 
Piece 1 

9 Box wrench  13×15 
Piece 1 

10 Box wrench 16×18 
Piece 1 

11 Box wrench 21×24 
Piece 1 

12 Box wrench 27×30 
Piece 1 

13 Box wrench 30×36 
Piece 1 

14 Adjustable wrench  
Piece 1 

15 Valve core wrench  
Piece 1 

16 Cross-head screwdriver  
Piece 1 

17 Flat-tip screwdriver  
Piece 1 

18 Hammer  
Piece 1 

19 Slip joint pliers  
Piece 1 

20 Grease gun 400cm²  
Piece 1 

21 Jack  Piece 1 

22 Socket wrench for wheel nut and bolt  
Piece 1 

23 Wrench for wheel housing bearing nut  
Piece 1 

24 Wrench for forked knuckle  Piece 1 
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25 Tool box  
Piece 1 

26 Wrench for cleaner  
Piece 1 

27 Tire pressure gauge  Piece 1 

28  Pry bar also used as rocker lever  Piece 1 

29  Pry bar also used as handle  Piece 1 

30 Starting rocker  Piece 1 

 

2 Technical document 
Workshop manual for XMQ6127,XMQ6128 series luxurious touring coach 
Operation instruction for VCD TV 
Operation instruction for Air conditioner 
Operation instruction for Audio equipment 
Operation instruction for Heater 
Operation instruction for Engine 
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APPENDIX 3 Tightening torque and adjusting data of main bolts and nuts 
Tightening torque  

Position Tightening torque 

Fixing bolt, Fan 24 

Fixing bolt, water pump 24 

Fixing bolt and nut, generator  77 

Strut bar, generator 
Generator side, 43 

Water pump side, 24 

Fixing bolt, starter  77 

Oil drain plug, oil sump 80 

Fixing bolt, injection pump  24±3 

Fixing bolt, injector  43±4 

Lock nut, injection pump timing gear 88±7 

Fixing bolt connecting flywheel with crank shaft  137 

Fixing bolt, crankshaft belt pulley  137 

Locknut, air valve adjusting bolt 24±3 

Fixing bolt, air valve chamber casing 24±3 

Fixing bolt, crank shaft main journal  

50 for the first time 

95 for the second time 

150 for the third time 

Connecting rod bolt 

40±5 for the first time 

80±5 for the second time 

120±55 for the third time 

Cylinder cover bolt 

50 for the first time 

150 for the second time 

200 for the third time 

Mounting bolt, turbocharger 32±3 

Clip, exhaust pipe 8 

Tightening torque, oil return pipe of turbocharger 24±3 

nut, connecting oil inlet pipe of turbocharger 17±2 

Chassis  

Nut, front tire 412-480 
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Nut, rear tire 350-421 

Double bolt, connecting lower knuckle arm and knuckle 214-216 

Lockpin nut, steering kingpin 60-70 

Fixing nut, upper knuckle arm 274-343 

Clip nut, tie rod 90-110 

Lock bolt and nut between pitman arm and rocker shaft 407-434 

Lock nut of ball pin on both ends of drag rod 240-300 

Fixing bolt and nut, steering gear 294-333 

Locknut, steering wheel 137-217 

Upper fixing bolt and nut, steering gear holder and frame 137-167 

Lower fixing bolt and nut, steering gear holder and frame 274-314 

Locknut, steering gear 196-245 

Flange nut, final drive driving bevel gear 395-539 

Fixing nut, front brake back plate 160-205 

Fixing nut, rear brake back plate 196-245 

Fixing bolt, between driven gear and differential 588-686 

Nut, differential housing  216-275 

Fixing bolt, front brake chamber bracket 59-79 

Fixing bolt, front brake chamber 167-196 

Fixing bolt, rear brake chamber 49-59  

Fixing nut, axle shaft  137-176 

Bolt, driving gear bearing cap 120-137 

inspection oil plug, rear axle oil level  127-147 

Locknut, front shoe plate shaft  49-69 

Front U-bolt 196-294 

Rear U-bolt 343-392 

Lower locknut, damper 134-167 

Fixing nut, between damper and upper bracket 88-118 

Locknut, leaf spring pin 54-69 

Bolt, front engine mounting carrier 90-110 
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Bolt, connecting flywheel housing and frame carrier 80-100 

Fixing bolt, connecting clutch and flywheel 90-100 

Fixing bolt, connecting flywheel housing and clutch casing 60-75 

Fixing bolt, connecting transmission and clutch casing  142-186 

Coupling bolt of propeller shaft 215-240 

Fixing nut on rear coupling of output shaft in transmission  333-549 

Fixing bolt, retarder housing 128-157 

 

2 Main adjustable data 

Engine 

Items Data 

Inlet valve  0.30mm 
Valve lash 
(at cold state) Outlet valve 0.56mm 

Oil pressure in Main oilway  0.1-0.6 mPa 

Min. oil pressure at idle speed, engine 69kPa 

Min. oil pressure at calibrated speed, engine 207 kPa 

Normal operating temperature, engine (coolant) 75℃-100℃ 

Oil injection pressure 23.5-24.5℃ 

Pulley tension 9.5-12.7mm 

Idle speed, engine 750rpm 

Oil injection pressure  24326-25339 kPa 

Chassis  
Free travel , steering wheel 10～40mm 

Toe in(radial tire) -2～+2mm 

Free travel, clutch pedal 30～40mm 

Clearance between front, rear brake shoe facing and brake 

drum 
0.3 (i.e. three grids)～0.6mm 

Adjusting distance, steering wheel in forward and rearward 

direction 
40mm 

Adjusting distance, steering wheel in upward and 

downward direction 
25mm 

Push rod stroke, front brake chamber 52mm 
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Push rod stroke, rear brake chamber 62mm 

Pulling force (tire nut), after the adjustment of front hub 

bearing 
2.5 kg～5.5kg 

Pulling force (tire nut), after the adjustment of rear hub 

bearing 
3 kg ~9kg 

Rotary force (coupling flange bolt hole), after the 

adjustment on final drive assy. 
4.5 kg～7.5kg 

Clearance between drive and driven gear of final drive 0.3 mm～0.4mm 

Clearance between differential gears 0.12 mm～0.45mm 
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APPENDIX 4 Instruction on swing-out door and movable step 

device  
Advanced electronic control pneumatic principle is developed in swing-out door and 
telescoping movable step of King-long luxurious touring coach and manual control system 
is provided, which brings reliable security, easy operation and flexible control. The 
instruction on operation is shown below: 
1 Basic function 
There are two electronic control switches. Internal key-press trigger switch is located on 
instrument panel in front right side of driver; internal and external switch (remote control) 
can control telescoping of movable step and door.  
When circuit broken, apply manual control valve on inspection box on the right side of 
instrument panel to control door and step; when being outside of vehicle, apply manual 
transpose valve to cut off air circuit to keep door and step free. The valve outside of front 
end of step should be turned to off position when vehicle is at rest for long time. General 
position is on. 
In general, door is closed and movable step is retractile. When any electronic control 
switch is triggered, door will move smoothly outward at definite speed. Consequently, 
courtesy light lights and step protrudes slowly at speed lower than that of door until preset 
position is reached. When switch is retriggered, door will return at definite speed smoothly 
and movable step retracts at speed lower than that of door. After reset, courtesy light goes 
out.  
Operating pressure of pneumatic pipeline: 0.4-0.7mPa 
2 Methods of adjustment 
Adjustment of door speed control 
Door open speed 
Adjust lower throttle valve of door pump and revolve in to decrease speed and out to 
increase speed. 
Door close speed 
Adjust upper throttle valve of door pump and revolve in to decrease speed and out to 
increase speed.  
Adjustment of movable step telescoping speed  
Protruding speed 
Adjust lower throttle valve of cylinder and revolve in to decrease speed and out to 
increase speed. 
Retracting speed 
Adjust upper throttle valve of cylinder and revolve in to decrease speed and out to 
increase speed. 
Every throttle valves must be locked with locknut after adjustment in case of self-actuated 
movement of throttle valve due to vibration.  
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Schematic diagram of courtesy cylinder

Lower throttle 

Adjusting screw 

Air pipeline 

Adjusting screw 

Upper throttle valve Step cylinder 

Piston lever  
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APPENDIX 5 General introduction to ABS (Antilock brake system) 

system 

1 Performance of ABS system 

ABS system is an electric control system in monitoring and controlling vehicle speed during brake 
application and works together with normal air brake system. The system monitors wheel speed all 
the time and controls brake when wheel tends to lock, which improve vehicle stability and control 
performance by reducing the locking chance for wheels. The system acts on each wheel. If ABS 
system fails to work on one wheel, the normal air brake still works and ABS system still works on 
other wheels. 

2 Advantage of ABS: 

2.1 Shorten braking distance. Under the same condition, 10 percent (maximum) is shortened when 
driving on general road surface (cement, asphalt and etc.); 30 percent (maximum) is shortened 
when driving on slippery road surface (ice, snow and etc.) 

2.2 Keep controllability and stability of vehicle. When brake is applied, brake force on four wheels 
may be not equal, at this time, if front wheel locks first, the driver will not control driving 
direction; if rear wheel locks first, vehicle will sideslip and whip and especially reverse. The ABS 
system can prevent four wheels from locking completely to increase stability of vehicle.  

2.3 Decrease tire wear. Wheel locking will lead to cup type wear of tire and even wear of tread. 

2.4 It is easy and reliable to apply ABS system. There is no difference between ABS system and 
common brake system during operation. During braking, step on brake pedal and then ABS will 
act automatically. In rainy days, it is not necessary for driver to apply point brake mode due to 
slippery road, because ABS system would ensure braking in optimum state. Automatic diagnosis 
function is provided in ABS system, so ABS system can work reliably and if trouble is found, note 
trouble and ignite trouble indicator to make general brake system act.   

3 Method for judging ABS in good condition 

The check on ABS condition can be done by both inspection on the ABS indicator lamp and on the 
emergency braking operation when the vehicle’s speed exceeds 30km/h. 

3.1 Inspect the ABS warning lamp 

The ABS indicator lamp is used for the driver to know working condition of the ABS system and 
also for showing diagnostic flash code. The operation of the ABS warning lamp is shown below: 
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The ABS indicator lamp lights 
instantaneously （about 3s） and then 
goes off. 

Indicate that the ABS is normal. 

Turn on ignition 
switch 

The ABS indicator lamp lights all along 

When vehicle’s speed exceeds 
7km/h, if the lamp does not go 
off, indicating that the ABS 
system has a malfunction. 

Note: After a diagnosis, if ABS system is normal, ABS warning lamp does not go out until 
speed exceeds 7km/h. 

3.2 Test for emergency braking 

On a wide and flat road, when the vehicle’s speed exceeds 30km/h, press the clutch and firmly 
press the brake pedal to apply emergency braking, then inspect the braking trace, if trace appears 
for one or all wheels, the ABS system fails to work on one or all wheels, then the error code is 
shown. 

3.3 Methods for ensuring ABS in normal condition 

Turn on ignition switch 

Wait for the ABS lamp to go out 

Hear circulatory sound from ABS solenoid valve:  

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 1 & 2 – 3 & 4   six sounds   

1  Right front wheel       2  Left rear wheel        3  Left front wheel     4  Right 
rear wheel 

4 Application of ABS 

The ABS reacts only when wheel tends to lock in an emergency. In general, the performance of 
ABS is similar to pulse braking controlled by driver, but the function of pulse braking can not be 
compared with that of ABS’s as ABS can proceed the changes in 4 times in 1s. 

Based on the new European communities brake law, for bus equipped with ABS, the ABS shall be 
in working state when ignition switch is on. For vehicle equipped with ABS, when being in an 
emergency, depress clutch immediately and then race foot brake, at the same time, rotate steering 
wheel to avoid barrier. 

Note:  
During vehicle running, if ABS indicator lamp lights, it indicates that ABS is in trouble, but 
vehicle can still run normally, because for wheel with ABS malfunction, air brake still works. 
Then, please have your vehicle repaired immediately at authorized dealer.
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APPENDIX 6 Instruction and maintenance on Haldex slack adjuster 

1 Removal of Haldex slack adjuster, front axle  
1.1 Remove the cotter pin, inserted pin of the hitch yoke on brake wheel cylinder to separate 
wheel cylinder from automatic slack adjuster. 

1.2 Remove the bolt, nut and shim connecting control arm with locating bracket. 

1.3 Remove the locating bolt and shim on camshaft. 

1.4 Rotate the hex nut on the slack adjuster anticlockwise with a SW12 wrench so that the slack 
adjuster can be removed. 

2 Installation of Haldex slack adjuster, front axle 
2.1 Release brake and ensure push rod of brake wheel cylinder in initial position 
2.2 Apply grease to S-camshaft and install slack adjuster to camshaft. Make sure that the arrow on 
slack adjuster housing points to the brake direction of cylinder wheel push rod. Rotate the hex nut 
on the slack adjuster clockwise to make slack adjuster into clevis of wheel cylinder push rod until 
clevis hole is aligned with locating hole on the slack adjuster. Apply grease to cylindrical pin and 
insert it into clevis hole. (Ensure hole on slack adjuster aligned with clevis hole.) 
2.3 Push slack adjuster in arrow direction until it can not move, as shown in diagram. So the set 
clearance between brake lining and brake drum can be ensured. Install the locating bracket to 
camshaft housing on shaft end. Pass the slack adjuster through bolt strut, nut, shim of locating 
bracket and fasten it and then install the locating bracket to axle. (Ensure tightening torque of the 
two nuts at least 20Nm）. Connecting type between slack adjuster and locating bracket is shown in 
figure. 
2.4 Fix slack adjuster to S-camshaft with two bolts and shims. 
2.5 Rotate hexagon nut of slack adjuster clockwise with SW12 wrench (no clicks can be heard due 
to smaller torque ) until brake lining contacts brake drum and then rotate hexagon nut 
counterclockwise 3/4 turn (clicks can be heard due to larger torque). NOTE: Do not use electric 
wrench and pneumatic drill. 
2.6 Apply brake for several times to adjust brake clearance to specification. 

3 Removal of Haldex slack adjuster, rear axle 
3.1 Keep air pressure in brake system of rear axle above 600kPa. Remove the cotter pin, inserted 
pin of the hitch yoke on spring brake chamber to separate chamber from slack adjuster. 
3.2 Remove the nut and shim connecting control arm with locating screw. 
3.3 Remove clip and adjusting shim on camshaft. 
3.4 Rotate the hexagon nut on the slack adjuster anticlockwise with a SW12 wrench so that the 
slack adjuster can be removed (clicks can be heard due to larger torque). 

4 Installation of Haldex slack adjuster, rear axle 
4.1 Keep air pressure in brake system above 600kPa, and ensure push rod of spring brake chamber 
in initial position.  
4.2 Install the double-head screw and nut into the locating hole of chamber bracket, as shown in 
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figure.  
4.3 Apply grease to S-cam. Install the slack adjuster to camshaft. During installation, fit slotted 
hole on control arm of slack adjuster over the nut end of double head nut, at the same time, make 
sure that the arrow on slack adjuster housing points to the brake direction of cylinder wheel push 
rod. Rotate the hex nut on the slack adjuster clockwise to make slack adjuster into clevis of wheel 
cylinder push rod until clevis hole is aligned with locating hole on the slack adjuster housing. 
Apply grease to cylindrical pin and insert it into clevis hole, then lock the cotter pin.（NOTE: 
Locating hole on slack adjuster must be aligned with clevis hole on push rod.） 

4.4 Push slack adjuster in arrow direction until it can not move, as shown in diagram. So the set 
clearance between brake lining and brake drum can be ensured. Then, secure the control arm to 
screw of locating pin with a double-head nut, as shown in figure. Tightening torque:  more than 
20N.m 
4.5 Fix slack adjuster to S-camshaft with adjusting shim and clip. 
4.6 Rotate hexagon nut of slack adjuster clockwise with SW12 wrench (no clicks can be heard due 
to smaller torque ) until brake lining contacts brake drum and then rotate hexagon nut 
counterclockwise 3/4 turn (clicks can be heard due to larger torque). NOTE: Do not use electric 
wrench and pneumatic drill. 
4.7 Apply brake for several times to adjust brake clearance to specification. 

5 Replacement of brake lining 
5.1 Release brake. For spring brake chamber, system pressure should be 600kPa at 
least. 
5.2 Rotate hex nut of slack adjuster anticlockwise to increase brake clearance, then replace brake 
lining. 
5.3 Rotate hexagon nut of slack adjuster clockwise with SW12 wrench until brake lining contacts 
brake drum and then rotate hexagon nut counterclockwise 3/4 turn (clicks can be heard due to 
larger torque). NOTE: Do not use electric wrench and pneumatic drill. 

6 Replacement of brake wheel cylinder 
Note: After replacement of brake wheel cylinder, length of push rod will change, so it is 
necessary to check installation site of slack adjuster. 
6.1 Remove the cotter pin, inserted pin of the hitch yoke on brake chamber to separate it from 
slack adjuster. 
6.2 Unscrew the nut, bolt and shim connecting control arm with locating bracket or locating screw. 
6.3 Replace brake wheel cylinder. 
6.4 Rotate the hex nut on the slack adjuster clockwise to make slack adjuster into clevis of wheel 
cylinder push rod until clevis hole is aligned with locating hole on the slack adjuster. Apply grease 
to cylindrical pin and insert it into clevis hole. 
6.5 Please refer to method for installing front and rear axle slack adjuster. 

7 Maintenance of slack adjuster 
7.1 Lubrication 
Automatic slack adjuster should be lubricated together with chassis. Lubrication interval should be 
not exceed 10,000km and lithium base grease should be applied. 
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7.2 Inspection of reversed adjusting torque 
Check the reversed adjusting torque once every 20000km. Using a torque wrench, rotate the 
hexagonal screw end of worm screw anticlockwise and check to see if cone clutch or 
unidirectional clutch will rotate only when torque exceeds 18N.m. Repeat this procedure three 
times for each piece. If clutch rotates when torque is below 18N.m, the slack adjuster must be 
replaced.
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APPENDIX 7  Lubricant, grease and power steering fluid 

1 Lubricants applied to main assemblies 
Component  Lubricant  Type  Grade  

Engine Diesel engine oil CF-4/SG API，CF-4/SG 

Transmission Gear oil 85W API，GL-4 

Final drive Gear oil 90# API，GL-5 

Note: The required temperature range for CF-4/SG grade 15W/40: above -10℃ 

     The permissible range for 10WCD: -5℃～-20℃ 

     The permissible range for 5W/30CD: above -20℃ 
 

2 Power steering fluid 

46# hydraulic oil （temperature above 5℃） 

32# hydraulic oil（temperature below 5℃） Power steering 
gear 

MATFDEXROD-Ⅱ Hydraulic oil 

 

3 Others 

Damper  Special damper oil  

Clutch  Compound brake fluid JC3 

Bearings and ball pins  Lithium base grease 2# 

Coolant in cooling system 
50 percent of anti-freeze and rust solution and 50 percent of fresh 

water 
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APPENDIX 8 Application and maintenance of air suspension 

1 Introduction to structure  
The Holland Neway air suspension is provided to the vehicle. The AS-120 type is fitted to 
front suspension and AD-126 to rear suspension. 
1 AS-120 steering axle air suspension 
 
                                Basic parameters table 

Model AS-120 

Suspension height A 10.31’’ 262mm 

Rated Axle Load (earth) 1200 pound 5.4 ton 

Total Stroke 5.8’’ 147mm 

Upward 2.9’’ 74mm 

Axle Moving Stroke 

Downward 2.9’’ 74mm 

Suspension Weight 145kg 

Center Distance, Air Spring 30.5’’ 775mm 

Center Distance, Leaf Spring 35’’  887mm 

Frame width 34’’  864mm 

                              

 

 

 
 

Steering axle air suspension 

Min. clearance around air spring 
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No. Locations  QTY Screw thread 

specification 
Tightening 

torque 
1 Pivot Nut (between leaf spring and frame 

bracket) 
2 1”-8 650 

2 Nut (between lower bracket of air spring and 
crossmember of front axle)  

8 3/4”-10 379 

3 Nut (connect lower bracket, shock absorber 
and leaf spring) 

4 3/4”-10 271 

4 Nut (for shock absorber mounting) 4 3/4”-10 149 
5 Nut (for track bar mounting) 2 7/8”-9 271 
6 Clamp, track bar, adjustable 1  61-68 
7 Nut (air spring mounting, bottom）(under air 

spring mounting plate) 
2 3/4”-10 47 

8 
Nut (air spring mounting, top） 2+2 

1/2”-13 
3/4”-16 

47 

9 Fastener (between air suspension elements 
and chassis frame) and all other connection 
between them  

-- -- -- 

NOTE: For tightening torque with threads not lubricated with oil, increase by 20%. 
 
2 Schematic drawing of AS-120 steering axle air suspension structure 

  
No. Part name No. QTY Remark No. Part name No. QTY Remark 
1 Leaf spring assembly 905 16 2  17 Hex bolt 1”-8X6-1/2”    5 939 00 2  
1a Pivot bushing 900 08 2 Only for 18 Hex lock nut 1”-8       B 934 00 2  
2 Frame bracket（adjustable） 905 21 1  19 Hex bolt 3/4”-10X5”     8 930 03 8  
 Frame bracket（fixed） 905 20 1  20 Hex lock nut 3/4”-10    C 934 00 16  
3 Lower bracket, air spring mounting 900 33 2  21 Flat washer 3/4” 936 00 14  
4 Spacer plate 900 33 2  22 Hex bolt 3/4”-10X3-3/4”  5 930 03 4  
5 Control arm bracket and lower shock 905 20 1  23 Hex bolt 7/8”-9          5 939 00 2  
6 Lower shock bracket 905 20 1  24 Hex lock nut 7/8”-9      B 934 00 2  
7 Control arm bracket 900 33 1  25 Flat washer 7/8” 936 00 4  
8 Upper shock bracket 900 18 2  27 Lock washer 0.53 936 00 2  
9 Upper air spring mounting plate 905 31 2  28 Hex nut 1/2”-13         B 934 00 2  

10 Brace 900 23 1  29 Hex lock nut 3/4”-16     A 934 00 2  
11 Retainer strap 900 45 2  30 Hex lock nut 3/4”-10     B 934 00 2  
12 Torque rod（adjustable） 900 45 1 * 31 Hex bolt 3/4”-10X3-1/2”   2 930 03 4  
13 Pivot shim 900 36 4 * 32 Alignment block 900 08 2  
14 Air spring 905 57 2 * Optional stabilizer kit 481 00 1  
15 Shock absorber 900 45 2  A Stabilizer 900 45 1  
15a Shock absorber rubber bushing 900 08 8 Only for B Rubber bushing, stabilizer 900 08 2 * 
16 Dowel pin 900 45 2  C Link rod kit 905 45 2 * 
 D Clamp  900 25 2  

Note: Items marked with “*”in remark column indicate fittings; fastening elements can be used for 
fittings. 
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3 AS-126-9 steering axle air suspension 

Model AS-126-9 
Suspension height A 9’’ 230mm 
Rated Axle Load (earth) 26000 pound  11.8 ton 

Total Stroke 6’’ 152mm 
Upward 3’’ 76mm 

Axle Moving Stroke 

Downward 3’’ 76mm 
Suspension Weight 253kg 

Center Distance, Air Spring 29.2’’ 742mm 

Center Distance, Leaf Spring 35.88’’  911.3mm 

Frame width 34’’  864mm 

 

Stabilizer bar(units) 
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No. Locations  QTY Screw thread 

specification 
Tightening 

torque 
1 Pivot nut (between equalizing beam and 

frame bracket) 
2 1-1/8”-7 813 

2 Nut (axle bracket connection with equalizing 
beam ) 

2 3/4”-10 258 

3 Nut (transverse beam connection with 
equalizing beam) 

2 2-1/4”-8 678 

4 Nut (longitudinal track bar mounting) 4 5/8”-11 149-203 
5 Nut (transverse track bar mounting, to 

chassis frame） 
2 5/8”-11 149-203 

6 Nut (transverse track bar mounting, to 
bracket end of axle torsion bar） 

1 1-1/4”-12 949-1017 

7 Nut (Shock absorber mounting) 4 3/4”-10 149 

Drive axle air suspension 

Min. clearance around air spring
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8 Nut (Air spring mounting) 
4+2+2

1/2”-13 
3/4”-16 

47 

9 Fastener (between air suspension parts and 
chassis frame) and all other connection 
between them 

-- -- -- 

 
4 Schematic drawing of AS-126-9 steering axle air suspension structure 

 
 
No.  Part name No. QTY Remark No. Part name No. QTY Remark 
1 Air spring 905 57 110 2 * 17 Spacer washer 2.28” 900 36 2  
2 Equalizing beam（left, kit） 905 16 723 1  18 Hex nut 2-1/4”-8        A 934 00 2  
 Equalizing beam（right, kit） 905 16 724 1  19 Lock washer 900 36 2  

2a Bushing ( Front end ) 900 08 151 2 Only for 20 Lock washer 0.53” 936 00 2  
 Or service kit SRK-200 1 Only for 21 Hex nut 1/2”-13         B 934 00 2  

2b  Bushing ( rear) 900 08 008 2 Only for 22 Hex nut 3/4”-10X4-1/4”  5 930 03 2  
 Or service kit SRK-80 1 Only for 23 Hex nut 3/4”-10X3-1/4”  5 930 03 2  

3 Transverse beam assy 905 45 987 1  24 Hex nut 3/4”-10         B 934 00 4  
3a Bushing, transverse beam 900 08 006 2 Only for 25 Spacer washer 1-1/8” 936 00 4  
 Or service kit SRK-214 1 Only for 26 Hex bolt 1/2”-13X1”      2 934 00 4  

4 Frame bracket  990 40 027 2  27 Hex bolt, thin 3/4”-16     A 934 00 4  
5 Bracket, track rod 905 20 880 1  28 Washer 3/4” 936 00 6  
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6 Shock upper absorber bracket 905 20 520 1 * 29 Spacer washer 2.56” 900 36 2  
 Shock upper absorber bracket 905 20 521 1 * 30 Spacer washer 2.52” 900 36 4  

7 Shock absorber 900 45 207 1 * 31 Hex bolt 3/4”-10X7-1/2” 930 03 2  
8 Bushing shock absorber  900 08 004 8 Only for 32 Hex nut 1-1/4”-12       C 934 00 1  
9 Brace 900 25 468 2  33 Washer 1.37” 936 00 1  
10 Longitudinal track rod 900 44 191 1 * 34 Hex bolt 5/8”-11         8 930 03 4  
11 Transverse track rod 900 44 165 1 * 35 Hex nut 5/8”-11         B 934 00 6  
12 Axle adaptor  900 18 504 2  36 Washer 0.69”  939 00 12  
14  track bar bracket 900 18 042 2  37 Hex bolt 5/8”-11X4”      8 939 03 2  
15 Hex Bolt 1-1/8”X9-3/4” 932 01 055 2  38 Shim, track bar bracket 900 36 4  
16 Hex Nut 1-1/8”-7 934 00 506 2  39 Alignment bushing 900 01 4  

Note: Items marked with “*”in remark column indicate fittings; fastening elements can be used for fittings. 

 

2 Service and maintenance 
In order to exert excellent performance of Holland Neway air suspension, please perform 
second and third class maintenance on air suspension at after-sale service station or 
authorized repair shop to ensure it in good order except routine service and maintenance.  
2.1 Do the maintenance after vehicle runs the first 8000km or during the period for second level 

service. 
Second class service includes: 
A  Ensure the suspension ride height tally with the reqiured value A with error of 1/4” (approx. 

6mm), if necessary, adjust the suspension ride height by regulating the flexible link assy.(refer 
to section of “suspension height adjustment” ). 

B  With a constant supply of air in excess of 6.1 bar, air springs are in normal inflation with the 
same firmness at sides of the axle. Check the air springs for wear, damage, improper inflation 
and enough clearance (13/4’ (44mm)) around it. 

If air spring can not keep the height changeless for long time or is shrunken after vehicle stopping, 
check pipeline and joints of control air system for air leakage. 
C Ensure that suspension ride height or air spring height correct and then check damper for proper 
length. Check damper for bruising, wear, oil leakage to ensure it in good order. 
The right figure indicates a simple way to check if shock absorber in normal condition: 
 

 
 
 
It is normal if shock absorbers are hot after running. 
Cautious: The shock absorber may burn you. 

  

 
D  Check the torques of fasteners in all types of suspensions. Check tightening torques of nuts of 

air suspension and fasteners. If necessary, replace the damaged locknut or lock washer. 
E Drain moisture from air reservoir; check the filter screen of the pressure protection valve, if 
necessary, clean or replace the filter screen (refer to “pressure protection valve maintenance”). 
F Check and service the height control valve (refer to height control valve maintenance). 
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2 Do the maintenance and service every 80,000Km or once a year or during the period of third 
level service. 
Follow all steps A-E descried in second level service, in addition, please check the suspension 
parts for looseness, wear, cracks and damage, if necessary, repair or replace the damaged parts 
(refer to maintenance instruction for details). 

3 Maintenance, inspection and replacement of Pressure Protection 

Valve 
3.1 Maintenance 

Drain all moisture from air reservoir at regular intervals. Approximately every 3 
months(shorter period for severe driving condition), remove air filter and “O” ring from 
bottom of valve and inspect, replace if necessary (SRK 一 143). Replace “O” ring and air 
filter, hand tighten only. 

3.2 Inspection 
The Pressure Protection Valve must be checked for proper operation during each brake 

system inspection. 
The Pressure Protection Valve (905 54 151) is set at open pressure of 610kPa｛6.1bar｝ and at 
minimum shutoff pressure of 520kPa{5.2bar}. In inspection, disconnect air line from 
downstream(suspension) side of PPV. With the air tank pressure charged above 610kPa
｛6.1bar｝, the PPV is turned on and air flows out.  Air should stop flowing through the 
valve before the spring brakes begin to apply or before 520kPa{5.2bar}. if air dose not stop 
flowing, replace the valve. 

3.3 PPV replacement 
Remove the old PPV and install a new one following the mark for air flow direction on valve 
bottom. Check the valve as noted above. Connect the outlet joint of the valve. 690kPa{6.9bra} 
is the maximum allowable operating pressure and check for air leaks. 

4 Maintenance, inspection, replacement and adjustment of type CR 

Height Control Valve  
4.1 Maintenance 
A Visually inspect the valve on a regular basis for proper clearance    around or damage to valve 
control arm or adjusting block. 
B Dirt or foreign particles in the air line may harm the internal workings of the valve. Do not 
grease valve. 
C Drain moisture from air tank periodically. In severe cold weather an air dryer and/or alcohol 
evaporator is recommended to avoid valve freezing and damaged. 

 

 

 

 
 

Control Arm 
Intake (up) 

Adjusting Block

1/4 Adjusting Lock Nut

Exhaust(down) 

Exhaust 

“Out” to Air Spring 

Adjusting Lock Nut 

Wood Locating Pin 

 (Remove After Adjustments) 

Production 
Data Code 
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4.2 Adjustment of control height valve 
A  If the suspension ride height exceeds “A” by ±6.3mm（1/4”） and if it is figure out that the 

cause is from height valve adjustment, adjust the length of the flexible link (kit) to correct the 
suspension ride height. 

B Procedure for suspension ride height adjustment 
(1) Disconnect the mounting bolt of the transverse track bar at the frame end. 
(2) Disconnect the lower joint of the flexible link (Handle two valves simultaneously for 
double-valve control axle） and place the valve control arm upward. If the air pressure is sufficient, 
the air spring will be charged enough to lift up the vehicle. 
(3) Place frame on stands (one each side) with proper height. Push the valve control arm 
downward to discharge air and lower the frame. 
 
4.3 Replacement 
A  Support the frame with jack and stand. 
B  Disconnect the link at lower connection, then rotate control arm down 40-45°to exhaust. 

Disconnect air inlet and discharge pipes from valve and disconnect the mounting bolt and 
remove Control Height Valve. 

C  Reinstall the intake pipe joint and discharge pipe (plastic pipe joint and plastic hose) to the 
new height valve (905 54 147). Don’t mix them. Discharge pipe shall always be installed to 
the port on the top for both right-side and left-side installation. The inlet port is at the bottom. 

D  Reinstall a new HCV (please refer to vehicle manual for torque to tighten the two mounting 
bolts). Connect the discharge pipe (to center port for passage to air bellows) and then connect 
the inlet pipe to the downmost port (passage to pressure protection valve and air tank). 

E  Install the flexible link (kit). 
F  Install the assembled flexible link to valve control arm and connecting rod bracket. Install the 

1/4’’ washer between screw head (or nut) and control arm (or connecting rod bracket) and 5/16’’ 
washer between nut (or screw head) and connecting end (rubber member). Tightening torque of 
nut is 33-38N·m. 

G  Remove the jack and stands. 
H  Supply air of pressure in excess of 610kPa {6.1Bar} and check the system for air leaks 

(especially for the new union joint), and charge the air spring to correct suspension ride height. 
  Clearance around air spring is 44mm. 
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APPENDIX 9 Easy-damaged parts list (Recommended parts) 

No. Name  Code  Specification Units  QTY 

1 
Diesel cleaner 

(revolution type) 
3903640  Piece 1 

2 
Diesel cleaner 

(revolution type) 
3930942  Piece 1 

3 
Lubricant cleaner 

(revolution type) 
3318853  Piece 1 

4 Water filter core 3315116  Piece 1 

5 Air filter core 216.5059  Piece 1 

6 Air filter safety core 414.4966  Piece 1 

7 
Belt of water pump 

and generator 
3911577 8PK1655 Piece 1 

8 Fan belt (1)  22*1695 Piece 1 

9 Fan belt (2)  22*1150 Piece 1 

10 
Non-independent air conditioner compressor belt 

(1) 
17*1970 Piece 2 

11 
Non-independent air conditioner compressor belt 

(2) 
17*980 Piece 2 

12 Clutch driven plate assy. 380-009-L0235Z 380mm Piece Piece 

13 Wiper blade  Import 1000mm Piece Piece 



ELECTRONICAL  PRINCIPLE   DIAGRAM  OF KING LONG BUS 
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1.portable lamp socket     2.battery   
3.battery magnet switch    4.fuse   
5.starter magenet switch      
6.starter protective relay    7.diode   
8.diode     9.fuse  10.fuse  11.start 
relay    12.starter     13.fuse   
14.ignition switch     15.start 
change-over relay   16. neutral switch  
17.back start switch      18.switch 
for back door open   19.warning lamp 
for back door open   20.alternator   
21.fuse   22.pull -in relay   23.fuel 
cut-off switch    24.no start warning 
lamp 25.magnet for fuel cut-off  
26.charge indicator lamp   27.relay 

28.low oil pressure warning lamp   29. low oil pressure 
warning switch  30.parking lamp 31.parking switch    
32.coolant temp. warning lamp  33. coolant temp. warning 
switch   34. coolant level warning lamp  35. coolant level  
warning controller        36. coolant level switch       
37.air-filter block  warning lamp  38. air-filter block 
switch    39.oil pressure gauge    40.oil pressure sensor   
41.fuel gauge    42.fuel level sensor    43.temp.gauge   
44.coolant temp.sensor   45.speedometer   46.speedo 
sensor   47.cpu  48achometer    
49. tachometer sensor     50.air pressure gauge1   51. air 
pressure sensor 1  52. air pressure gauge2    53.air 
pressure sensor2   54.voltage gauge   55.low air pressure 
warning lamp1        56. low air pressure switch1   
57.low air pressure warning lamp 2   58. low air pressure 
switch2 

59.emergency switch    60.warning indicator 

lamp   61.front turn lamp-left    62. rear turn 

lamp-left    63. turn indicator lamp-left    

64. front turn lamp-left side   65. rear turn 

lamp-left side    66. front turn lamp-right  67. 

rear turn lamp-right        68. turn indicator 

lamp-right     69. front turn lamp-right side    

70. rear turn lamp-right side    71.flasher relay    

72.turn switch   73. cigarette igniter 

74.wiper interval 

controller 

75. wiper interval  

relay 

76.wiper/washer 

switch 

77.wiper motor 

78.washer motor      



 

        

146. horn relay 

147. switch-horn  

148.push button –horn   

149.electrical horn  

150.air horn 

151.switch- baggage 

room lamps    

152. baggage room 

lamps  

153. switch-guidepost 

lamp     154. 

guidepost lamp   

155.switch-step lamp    

156. lamp- lighting 

roadside (路肩灯)    

157.switch-toilet 

158.relay-toilet power 

159.exhaust brake indicator 
160.switch- exhaust brake 
161.switch-clutch   
162. solenoid valve- exhaust brake    
163.throtle switch   164.fuse  
165.heater switch   166.heater     
167.relay-A\C      168. A\C ass’y   
169.diode          170. magnet 
clutch-A\C compressure1 
171. magnet clutch-A\C compressure 2   
173.remote autodoor controller      
174.relay- increasing idle   
175. solenoid valve - increasing idle     
176/switch-autodoor control    
177. solenoid valve-dual control 
178.step switch    179.step lamp  
180.low speed lamp  181. middle 
speed lamp    182.high speed lamp  
183.CPU      184.retarder    
185.retarder indicator     186.diode   
187.power main switch    
F1---F50 fuse 

125.switch-daylights lamp left   
126.Fr. daylight lamp-left    
127. Rr. daylight lamp-left    
128. switch-daylights lamp right    
129. Fr. flourecent lamp-right     
130. Rr. flourecent lamp-right   
131. switch-reading lamp       
132.relay-reading lamp left    
133. relay-reading lamps right   
134.left reading lamps   
135. right reading lamps        
136.back-up(reverse) switch     
137.back-up lamp-left      
138. back-up lamp-right   
139.back-up indicator 
140.switch-stop lamp   
141. diode  142. stop lamp 
controller   143. stop lamp-left    
144. stop lamp-right     
145. stop lamp indicator 

91.relay-dinm lamps      92.lamp  switch  
93.Fr. dim lamp-left      94. Fr. dim lamp-right    
95.Rr. dim lamp-left      96. Rr. dim lamp-right    
97.instrument light 1     98. instrument light 2    
99.Fr.width lamp-left     100. Rr.width lamp-left   
101. Fr.width lamp-right  102. Rr.width lamp-right 
103.Fr.side lamp-left     104. Fr.side lamp-right  
105. Rr.side lamp-left    106. Rr.side lamp-right   
107.license plate lamp-left   
108.license plate lamp-right    
109.relay- head lamp(right)  
110. relay- head lamp(left)  111.dimmer relay –left   
112. dimmer relay-right    113. head lamp-left    
114..head lamp-left        115.head lamp-right    
116.head lamp-right      117.upper beam indicator  
118.switch-Fr.fog lamp   119.Fr.fog lamp-left 
120.Fr.fog lamp-right     121.relay-Rr.fog lamp  
122.switch-Rr.fog lamp   123.Rr.fog lamp-left     
124.Rr.fog lamp-right 

80.TV. antenna 

81.color monitor 

82.video player  

83. radio. Antenna   

84.monitor switch   

85.front speaker-left 

86.rear speaker-left    

87.radio/recorder 

88.front speaker-right 

89.reart speaker-right  

90.relay-monitor 

power 
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